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GENERAL INDEX
AND LEGEND OF SYMBOLS

New in 2017 Operators tested 
in conformity 

with EUROPEAN 
REGULATIONS on 
issues concerning 

impact forces

Gearmotor or operator 
with ENCODER

The 24 V gearmotors 
are suitable for 
HEAVY-DUTY 

SERVICE and are sure 
to work even during 

power outages.
The icon also means 
the product runs on 

low voltage

ENERGY SAVINGS
The control panel 

features SLEEP MODE 
to ensure energy 

savings

CORDLESS 
product battery-

powered and cable-
free connection

 WIRELESS 
battery-powered 
featuring radio 

technology
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CAME HEADQUARTER

We speak about quality living 
in every language
CAME has nourished people’s needs for over 60 years by 
using technology as a key to a quality life. All our projects 
and ideas drive our innovation and focus to make people’s 
lives as comfortable as possible. This mission is crystal 
clear, yet complex. And this is where our company’s skills 
and experience come into play. We know how to blend 
functionality and design to keep our quality at state-of-the-
art levels.

These are ambitious projects. They testify as to the 
importance of being forward-looking - within the realms of 
reality – to build works that make us proud of what we do. 
Technological works that we’ve partnered with the current 
movers and shakers, who are changing the way we approach 
the world.



  



CAME
A BRAND 
NEW 
FUTURE.

From a multi-brand group to a global brand, 
CAME’s new identity is all about ground-breaking 
innovation. We are headed towards new opportunities.

A step ahead in looking at the world of automation in 
fresh, new ways, through the the four laws of Human 
Automation that support a new quality of life, 
designed around people, because it’s made by people.

Our Group is made up of key players, all driven by the same 
motivation: 
to provide technological solutions to ensure comfort, 
safety and performance to all settings, whether at home, 
at work or in town.

We share common goals which override each of our specific 
skills. The sheer diversity makes it a truly remarkable 
organization.
One, great global-company.



Be technology. Stay human.

When a Group made up of many branches decides to speak to 
the world with one voice, it must take great care over its tone, 
message and audience. Knowing that being united is greater 
than the sum of its parts, and that the future is stronger, when 
its built on solid values.

STATEMENT
Our multinational role is to supply integrated, 
technological solutions to automate single homes, 
public venues and city squares. All of this is to create 
intelligent environments to benefit people.

MISSION
We help people to automate residential, public and urban 
environments, and make the areas smarter through 
integrated technological solutions that guarantee 
convenience, security and performance.

VISION
The perfect connection between man and technology allows 
us to place people and their well-being at the centre of 
everything.
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CARE
PEOPLE ARE THE MEASURE FOR 
DEFINING AUTOMATION.

Every technology must be designed for people. 
The will to better ourselves, to excel technically, 
will never reduce the central role that people play 
in everything we do.

Life inspires us.

In a world where technology rules, we’re putting 
people back at the center of things. Those 
people that staff all our branches worldwide, our 
collaborators, our researchers and developers, our 
customers. It’s by thinking about how they like to 
live, that we come up with the right technological 
solutions to improve the quality of their daily lives.

It’s by re-engineering our habits, our places 
and venues that we can come up with such a 
ubiquitous, yet low-key technology. From this 
delicate balance, we create new standards for 
protecting and caring for our lives.
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ACTION
EVERY AUTOMATION SOLUTION 
MUST ANTICIPATE PEOPLE.

Automation is never a passive or static  
echnology. We must succeed in meeting 
peoples’ needs in advance by anticipating 
expectations and solutions.

That’s everywhere, by all means.

Our drive, to find innovative solutions before the 
need arises, is a matter of sensitivity and focus. 
It’s about forecasting a future that is now rushing 
to meet us. Technology must be always able to 
distinguish diversity in venues and uses. Whether 
it’s in residential, public or city settings, it needs to 
make such a place pleasant and livable.

What ensues is, CAME Connect, the Cloud 
technology for remotely exploiting all the 
functions of your installed devices. This means 
great advantages for installers and users. Once 
again, CAME technology drives the quality of our 
lifestyles.
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MULTICULTURAL
EVERY AUTOMATION MUST 
RESPECT OUR WORLD CULTURES.

Automation must integrate into every cultural 
context to dismantle any barriers of diversity. We 
must create solutions that enhance and respect 
people as unique and global human beings.

Worldwide, together.

CAME is deeply rooted in the Italian province of 
Treviso. Yet its 26 business units, its capillary 
distribution network, its six production plants 
in Italy, France, Spain and England, and its 
sales operations based in 118 countries give 
the organization a broad mental and cultural 

perspective, which permit the company to 
respond in timely and effective fashion to the 
challenges of global competition, by offering 
cutting-edge solutions, custom designed for the 
needs of each market.
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EXPERIENCE
EVERY AUTOMATION MUST 
LET PEOPLE BE FREE TO BE 
THEMSELVES.

Technology should not be invasive, or limiting 
to people. We believe that our operators should 
blend with users’ lifestyles and their thinking.

Freedom in not just a state of mind.

In our world, we don’t: limit our thinking, separate 
places, or label our desires. Each bit of diversity 
is rich, in and of itself, and creates a unique urban 
setting, on in which people share different views, all 
of which are possible.

Technology is there to improve our lifestyles. It 
helps us to reach every accessible space in our 
homes, towns and venues. It helps us in newly 
defining security, and in the sharing of ideas that 
drive new achievements.
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Bxv
SLIDING GATES

OUR NEW 
OPERATORS FOR 
CONNECTED 
SLIDING-GATES.

The Bxv is born out of CAME’s forty-plus years of experience and cutting-
edge technological solutions. If you are future-oriented, then the Bxv is just 
right. It features a sleek and state-of-the-art design, select materials that give 
it lightness and durability and a high-tech core. 
This 24V product range is engineered for heavy-duty use in large apartment 
buildings and single homes too.

See the Operators catalog.
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Bxv
SLIDING GATES
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OPERATORS FOR 
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SLIDING-GATES.

The Bxv is born out of CAME’s forty-plus years of experience and cutting-
edge technological solutions. If you are future-oriented, then the Bxv is just 
right. It features a sleek and state-of-the-art design, select materials that give 
it lightness and durability and a high-tech core. 
This 24V product range is engineered for heavy-duty use in large apartment 
buildings and single homes too.

See the Operators catalog.

Bxv

SERIES TECHNICAL CHARACTERISTICS

Irreversible 
operators with 
24 V motors

Protection rating (IP) 44

Power supply (V - 50/60 Hz) 230 AC

Motor power supply (V) 24 DC

Duty cycle (%) 50%

MODEL COLOR NOTES OPERATING LIMITS

BXV04AGS RAL 7030 - 400 kg - 14 m

BXV04ABS RAL 5012 - 400 kg - 14 m

BXV04AGT RAL 7030 ENHANCED-
BATTERY HOUSING 400 kg - 14 m

BXV06AGS RAL 7030 - 600 kg - 18 m

BXV06ABS RAL 5012 - 600 kg - 18 m

BXV06AGT RAL 7030 ENHANCED-
BATTERY HOUSING 600 kg - 18 m

BXV04AGF RAL 7030 QUICK VERSION 400 kg - 14 m -

BXV06AGF RAL 7030 QUICK VERSION 600 kg - 18 m -

BXV08AGS RAL 5012 - 800 kg - 20 m -

BXV08ABS RAL 5012 - 800 kg - 20 m -

BXV08AGT RAL 7030 ENHANCED-
BATTERY HOUSING 800 kg - 20 m -

BXV10AGS RAL 7030 - 1,000 kg - 20 m -

BXV10AGF RAL 7030 QUICK VERSION 1,000 kg - 20 m -

BXV10AGT RAL 7030 ENHANCED-
BATTERY HOUSING 1,000 kg - 20 m -

BXV10ABS RAL 5012 - 1,000 kg - 20 m -

400 kg 600 kg 800 Kg 1,000 Kg

The benefits:

• Connector for fitting RIO-CONN-type plug-in boards; 
the module for managing the Rio System wireless safety 
system, plus the RSE board, so your operators can 
function in paired mode.

• Control board fitted horizontally for easier installing and 
maintenance.

• Color-coded plug-in terminals for quick-and-easy 
cabling.

• On the transmitters board, you can memorize RFID and 
keypads via the corresponding plug-in boards.

• GREEN POWER module friendly, dedicated, 
multifunction control panel. It also works with the 
CONNECT GW gateway module for remotely managing 
your operator.

• Memory roll for backing up user codes.
• An immediate solution for bringing systems up to code, 

even if they are non compliant.
• Program on the multifunction display.
• Cover-protected control-board for greater safety.
• Optional heating system.
• Optional pull-cord releasing device for opening the gate 

in emergencies.
• Optional, magnetic limit-switches.
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Axi
SWING GATES

OUR NEW 
OPERATORS FOR 
CONNECTED 
SWING-GATES.

Driven by innovation, CAME has re-engineered its swing-gate operators, 
and built Axi - the high-tech, electronically cutting-edge gearmotor. Its 
unmatched mechanics and quality materials make it an innovative, sleekly 
designed operator; and it is technologically safe, reliable, and highly 
performing.
This 24V range works with gate leaves of up to 2.5 meters in length, and 
comes in either gray or blue.

See the Operators catalog.
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Axi
SWING GATES

OUR NEW 
OPERATORS FOR 
CONNECTED 
SWING-GATES.

Driven by innovation, CAME has re-engineered its swing-gate operators, 
and built Axi - the high-tech, electronically cutting-edge gearmotor. Its 
unmatched mechanics and quality materials make it an innovative, sleekly 
designed operator; and it is technologically safe, reliable, and highly 
performing.
This 24V range works with gate leaves of up to 2.5 meters in length, and 
comes in either gray or blue.

See the Operators catalog.

Axi

SERIES TECHNICAL CHARACTERISTICS

Irreversible 
operators with 
24 V motors

Protection rating (IP) 44

Power supply (V - 50/60 Hz) 230 AC

Motor power supply (V) 24 DC

Duty cycle (%) 50%

MODEL COLOR OPERATING LIMITS
AXI20DGS RAL 7030 2 m - 250 Kg

AXI20DBS RAL 5012 2 m - 250 Kg

AXI25DGS RAL 7030 2.5 m - 300 Kg

AXI25DBS RAL 5012 2.5 m - 300 Kg

2 m 2.5 m

The benefits:

• Connector for fitting RIO-CONN-type plug-in boards; the 
module for managing the Rio System wireless security 
system, plus the RSE serial-communication board.

• GREEN POWER module friendly, dedicated, 
multifunction control panel. It also works with the 
CONNECT GW gateway module for remotely managing 
your operator.

• Color-coded plug-in terminals for quick-and-easy 
cabling.

• On the transmitters board, you can memorize RFID and 
keypads via the corresponding plug-in boards.

• Memory roll for backing up user codes.
• Program on the multifunction display.
• Optional pull-cord releasing device for opening the gate 

in emergencies.
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MULTI-USER
Receivers

THE NEW MODULAR 
RADIO RECEIVERS

Came’s new RBE multi-user receivers are suited for managing access 
points or common areas in apartment buildings, garages, docks, or any 
place accessed by many people. Fitted with new software, you just need to 
connect them to a PC via the USB port to smoothly manage your systems.

See the Operators catalog.
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RADIO RECEIVERS
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place accessed by many people. Fitted with new software, you just need to 
connect them to a PC via the USB port to smoothly manage your systems.

See the Operators catalog.

MULTI-USER

MODELS SERIES TYPE FREQUENCY USERS OUTPUT OPERATING LIMITS
Power supply (V) IP

806RV - 0010
Top
Tam
Atomo
*Twin

Outdoor AF43S 433.92 MHz
AF868 868.35 MHz 3000 4 12 - 24 AC - DC

(50/60 Hz) 65

806RV - 0020
Top
Tam
Atomo
*Twin

Outdoor AF43S 433.92 MHz
AF868 868.35 MHz 3000 4 120 - 230 V AC

(50/60 Hz) 65

001RE432M
Top
Tam
Atomo
*Twin

Outdoor 433.92MHz 50 2 12 - 24 AC - DC
(50/60 Hz) 65

001RE862M
Top
Tam
Atomo

Outdoor 868.35 MHz 50 2 12 - 24 AC - DC
(50/60 Hz) 65

* Only the 001TW2EE – 001TW4EE versions paired with the 001AF43S circuit board.

The benefits of the RBE:

• Manage up to 3,000 users via the USB-connected 
software.

• Available in the versions powered by 12 - 24 V AC - DC 
or 110 - 230 V AC.

• Manages all codes: Top - Tam - Atomo - *Twin by using 
the AF43S or the AF868 boards, depending on the 
requested frequency.

• Can set all Came codes or only the Rolling Code (for 
Atomo) or only the Key Code (for *Twin).

• Three different uses depending on the which plug-in 
board your are using: 433.92 MHz (001AF43S) or 
868.35 MHz (001AF868) receiver, or manage two TSP00 
transponder readers with the 001R700 plug-in board, 
or manage up to five keypads with the 001R800 plug-in 
board.

The benefits of the RE:

• Manages all codes, like Top – Tam – Atomo - *Twin (in 
the latter case only for the RE432M board).

• Can set all Came codes or only the Rolling Code (Atomo) 
or only the Key Code (*Twin).

• For memorizing up to 50 different users/codes.
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Atomo D
DOUBLE FREQUENCY

THE SERIES OF 
DOUBLE-FREQUENCY 
RADIO CONTROLS 
FOR ALL TYPES OF 
INSTALLATIONS

Double-frequency Rolling Code 
transmitter. It simultaneously 
transmits on 433.92 MHz and 
868.35 MHz.
Available with either two or four 
channels.
An exclusive CAME product!

See the Operators catalog.
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Atomo D
DOUBLE FREQUENCY

THE SERIES OF 
DOUBLE-FREQUENCY 
RADIO CONTROLS 
FOR ALL TYPES OF 
INSTALLATIONS

Double-frequency Rolling Code 
transmitter. It simultaneously 
transmits on 433.92 MHz and 
868.35 MHz.
Available with either two or four 
channels.
An exclusive CAME product!

See the Operators catalog.

Atomo D

SERIES TECHNICAL CHARACTERISTICS

Double-
frequency 
rolling-code 
radio controls

MODEL AT02D AT04D

Transmission frequencies (Mhz) 433.92 and 868.35 433.92 and 868.35

Multi utility YES YES

Battery 1 x CR2032 1 x CR2032

Number of channels 2 4

Flat battery check YES YES

2 channels 4 channels

The benefits:

• More secure thanks to the dynamic code.
• 4,294,967,896 combinatios.
• Uses only one CR2032 battery.
• Flat-battery alert.
• No setting required when selecting the frequency.
• Manages several operators on different frequencies.
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Sel selectors
Top radio controls

THE NEW LINE OF 
RADIO CONTROLS AND 
DIGITAL KEYPAD, KEY 
AND TRANSPONDER 
SELECTORS

The new selectors are newly designed and technologically evolved. All of 
the devices are backlit with blue light, which makes the product even more 
appealing. Each accessory comes in either the recess-mounted or the 
surface mounted version.
• RFID transponder reader in either the Manchester or the RFID version.
• The twelve-key keypad gives greater security.
• Cylinder or DIN key selector.

See the Operators catalog.
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Sel selectors
Top radio controls

THE NEW LINE OF 
RADIO CONTROLS AND 
DIGITAL KEYPAD, KEY 
AND TRANSPONDER 
SELECTORS

The new selectors are newly designed and technologically evolved. All of 
the devices are backlit with blue light, which makes the product even more 
appealing. Each accessory comes in either the recess-mounted or the 
surface mounted version.
• RFID transponder reader in either the Manchester or the RFID version.
• The twelve-key keypad gives greater security.
• Cylinder or DIN key selector.

See the Operators catalog.

Finally, color technology!

Came’s new range of transmitters features the utmost in technology to 
choose from depending on how you feel.

With the new Top series, you can now have the transmitter that ‘you like 
best’!



European Regulations
EN 12453 - EN 12445

Standards EN 12453 and EN 12445 specify the compliance and safety 
requirements for automatic closing systems that could come into contact with 
people.
They are for defining all of the technical solutions needed for securing users’ 
systems.
They are for defining all of the technical solutions needed for securing users’ 
systems.

THE SYSTEM CAN BE INSTALLED

• ON PRIVATE PROPERTY (fenced off)
• ON PUBLIC PROPERTY or private properties bordering on public areas.

USERS CAN BE

• TRAINED
Users are trained when they have been instructed on how to work the operator.
Normally, trained users activate an operator which is fitted in a private area.
• UNTRAINED

THE COMMAND MAY NOT HAVE

• THE SELF-LOCKING FUNCTION (maintained action – man present).
The operator is activated only thanks to automatically resetting buttons or 
switches (for example, when you need to keep pressed a button to activate the 
operator. When the button is released, the operator stops). The operator is in 
plain-sight of the user.
• SENDING SYSTEM CONTROL IMPULSES FROM A FIXED STATION.
It is important that it be an impulse-type command and that it is sent from a fixed 
station from which the system can be controlled.
The button need not be self-locking, that is, the button or selector do no 
automatically reset.
• RADIO COMMAND (sending impulses without system control from a fixed station).
Each impulse corresponds to a function (open, close, stop, etc.).
• AUTOMATIC (impulses).
To each sent impulse corresponds a maneuvering cycle and not a single 
(open, close) function.
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Safety
THE FRAMEWORKS PRESCRIBED BY EUROPEAN STANDARDS EN 12453 - EN 12445

THE CONTROL THE CONTROL THE CONTROL THE CONTROL

THE SYSTEM AND
THE USER

Without rearming feature
Sending impulses while 

controlling the system from a 
fixed station.

Sending impulses without 
controlling the system from 
a fixed station, that is, radio 

commanding

Automatic (impulses)

PRIVATE area
TRAINED user A C C CC D+

PRIVATE area
UNTRAINED user C C CC D+ CC D+

PUBLIC area
TRAINED user B C CC D+ CC D+

PUBLIC area
UNTRAINED user

- CC D+ CC D+ CC D+

THE SAFETY DEVICES REQUIRED BY EUROPEAN STANDARDS EN 12453 - EN 12445

A
Operator present
(with automatic 
rearming of the control 
device).

B
Operator present
(with manual rearming 
of the control device).

C
Mechanical devices
(sensitive safety-edges)
and electronic ones 
(encoders).
Check compliance with 
maximum impact force 
regulatory standards. 
These standards are 
defined in the reference 
Technical Standards. 

D
Infrared beam 
photocell
for detecting 
obstructions in the 
operator's area of 
operation.
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A standard installation
COMPLIANCE WITH EUROPEAN STANDARDS

SYSTEM
IN PUBLIC AREA
The system is in a public area or bordering with a public area.
 
Example:
A private gate that opens onto a street or sidewalk.

TRAINED
USER
The system is activated only by users that have been instructed on how 
the system works.
 
Example:
system owner or manager.

SYSTEM WITH
RADIO CONTROL
The system is controlled via radio by using transmitters.
 
Example:
sending impulses without controlling the system even from a fixed station.

EN TESTED:
added value by CAME

By using EN TESTED gearmotors and control panels you 
won’t have to install any sensitive safety-edges. You will 
still have to measure the impact forces being generated, 
that must comply with the parameters established by the 
reference standards.

The solutions
SYSTEM SAFETY

SENSITIVE
SAFETY-EDGES
With their special internal mechanism, Came sensitive safety-edges 
completely deform along their entire length and have no rigid parts.
This feature is a guarantee of safety for users when they accidentally come 
into contact with the gate.

INFRARED BEAM
PHOTOCELLS
A vast array of devices, for outdoor and indoor monitoring, with 
synchronized and even wireless infrared beam technology, provide users 
with the peace of mind of never interfering with the door movement.

FLASHING LIGHT
Came also suggests installing a flashing signal light when mechanical 
parts are moving.
The new Dadoo seres, features two models, one with amber and the other 
with azure light
Even the Kiaro series has been overhauled with the new LED versions to 
improve efficiency and energy savings.

MADE IN ITALY,
made by Came!
The 100% Made in Italy marking of origin certifies that all 
Came products are the result of a quality manufacturing 
process, designed to supply technologically reliable and 
efficient products. The products have been tested for 10 
to 15 years of wear and tear under intense activity, with 
extreme temperature resistance tests and specific checks on 
operating in electromagnetic interference conditions.
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The solutions
SYSTEM SAFETY

SENSITIVE
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completely deform along their entire length and have no rigid parts.
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GROUND LEVEL PARKING

A

A

V

V

V
V

B

C

Y

Z

K

COMPONENTS

A  Street barriers

K  Automatic pay-station

V  Magnetic sensor for detecting metal masses

B  Entry unit

C  Exit unit

Y  Light box or stop-go light

Z  Manual Pay-Station

NOTES:
For the safety devices, please see the STREET BARRIERS sections in 
the GATES catolog.
This type of installation is a mere example for showing the main 
components featured in a standard system.
Each project must carefully weigh the specific needs of each site.

CABLES FOR STANDARD INSTALLATION
Cable length (m) < 10 from 10 to 20 from 20 to 30

Power-supply at 230 V AC 3G x 1.5 mm² 3G x 1.5 mm² 3G x 2.5 mm²
Power supply to motor 230 V AC 3G x 1.5 mm² 3G x 1.5 mm² 3G x 2.5 mm²
Motor power supply 24 V DC 2G x 1.5 mm² 2G x 1.5 mm² 2G x 2.5 mm²
Limit switch micro-switches *n. x 0.5 mm² *n. x 0.5 mm² *n. x 0.5 mm²
24 V AC - DC 25 W Flashing light 2 x 1 mm² 2 x 1 mm² 2 x 1 mm²
230 V AC 25 W Flashing light 2 x 1.5 mm² 2 x 1.5 mm² 2 x 1.5 mm²
TX Photocells 2 x 0.5 mm² 2 x 0.5 mm² 2 x 0.5 mm²
RX photocells 4 x 0.5 mm² 4 x 0.5 mm² 4 x 0.5 mm²
Command and control devices *n. x 0.5 mm² *n. x 0.5 mm² *n. x 0.5 mm²
Antenna RG58 max 10 m
*no. = see product mounting instructions - Warning: the cable section is merely indicative as it depends on the motor power and cable length.
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MULTILEVEL PARKING

A

A

K

K

K

B

C

Y

Y

V

Z

Δ

V

V
V

Δ

Δ

COMPONENTS

A  Street barriers

K  Automatic pay-station

V  Magnetic sensor for detecting metal masses

B  Entry unit

C  Exit unit

Y  Light box or stop-go light

Z  Manual Pay-Station

∆  Video camera

NOTES:
For the safety devices, please see the STREET BARRIERS sections in 
the GATES catolog.
This type of installation is a mere example for showing the main 
components featured in a standard system.
Each project must carefully weigh the specific needs of each site.

CABLES FOR STANDARD INSTALLATION
Cable length (m) < 10 from 10 to 20 from 20 to 30

Power-supply at 230 V AC 3G x 1.5 mm² 3G x 1.5 mm² 3G x 2.5 mm²
Power supply to motor 230 V AC 3G x 1.5 mm² 3G x 1.5 mm² 3G x 2.5 mm²
Motor power supply 24 V DC 2G x 1.5 mm² 2G x 1.5 mm² 2G x 2.5 mm²
Limit switch micro-switches *n. x 0.5 mm² *n. x 0.5 mm² *n. x 0.5 mm²
24 V AC - DC 25 W Flashing light 2 x 1 mm² 2 x 1 mm² 2 x 1 mm²
230 V AC 25 W Flashing light 2 x 1.5 mm² 2 x 1.5 mm² 2 x 1.5 mm²
TX Photocells 2 x 0.5 mm² 2 x 0.5 mm² 2 x 0.5 mm²
RX photocells 4 x 0.5 mm² 4 x 0.5 mm² 4 x 0.5 mm²
Command and control devices *n. x 0.5 mm² *n. x 0.5 mm² *n. x 0.5 mm²
Antenna RG58 max 10 m
*no. = see product mounting instructions - Warning: the cable section is merely indicative as it depends on the motor power and cable length.
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ACCESS CONTROL

A

B

C

D E F

G

COMPONENTS

A  Main entrance sensor

B  Secondary entrance sensor

C  Loading-bay entrance sensor

D  Loading-bay entrance sensor

E  Office block entrance sensor

G  Gate entrance sensor

NOTES:
For the safety devices, please see the STREET BARRIERS sections in 
the GATES catolog.
This type of installation is a mere example for showing the main 
components featured in a standard system.
Each project must carefully weigh the specific needs of each site.
The 001RBM21 or 001RBM84 access control units can be installed in 
buildings as long as the maximum allowed distances for connecting the 
sensors.

CABLES FOR STANDARD INSTALLATION
Cable length (m) < 10 from 10 to 20 from 20 to 30

Power-supply at 230 V AC 3G x 1.5 mm² 3G x 1.5 mm² 3G x 2.5 mm²
Power supply to motor 230 V AC 3G x 1.5 mm² 3G x 1.5 mm² 3G x 2.5 mm²
Motor power supply 24 V DC 2G x 1.5 mm² 2G x 1.5 mm² 2G x 2.5 mm²
Limit switch micro-switches *n. x 0.5 mm² *n. x 0.5 mm² *n. x 0.5 mm²
24 V AC - DC 25 W Flashing light 2 x 1 mm² 2 x 1 mm² 2 x 1 mm²
230 V AC 25 W Flashing light 2 x 1.5 mm² 2 x 1.5 mm² 2 x 1.5 mm²
TX Photocells 2 x 0.5 mm² 2 x 0.5 mm² 2 x 0.5 mm²
RX photocells 4 x 0.5 mm² 4 x 0.5 mm² 4 x 0.5 mm²
Command and control devices *n. x 0.5 mm² *n. x 0.5 mm² *n. x 0.5 mm²
Antenna RG58 max 10 m
*no. = see product mounting instructions - Warning: the cable section is merely indicative as it depends on the motor power and cable length.
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notes
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AUTOMATIC  
STREET BARRIERS
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Your selection guide
Automatic road barriers
The table shows the series and models and their operating limits according to the max. width of the passage 
clearance.

Series Model
Max. net clearance width (m)

Gard 3 G3000DX 2,75

Gard 3 G3000SX 2,75

Gard 3 G3000IDX 2,75

Gard 3 G3000ISX 2,75

G3250 G3250 3,25

 24 V DC INTENSIVE USE
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SINGLE BARRIERS FOR
RESIDENTIAL SETTINGS
Came barriers can be used to control small, apartment-block parking lots.

SINGLE OR DOUBLE BARRIERS FOR
HEAVY-DUTY SERVICE
Ideal for heavy traffic parking lots such as at business facilities, as well as 
at car dealerships and even private parking.

BARRIERS FOR
PARKING SYSTEMS
The simple, practical solution for controlling transit at pay-to-park facilities.

BARRIERS FOR
VERY LARGE PASSAGE WIDTHS
Came barriers are also used for controlling the transit of special, oversize 
vehicles.

The flashing light:
for extra safety!
The Gard 3 barriers are set up to fit a dome flashing light, which 
signals when the barrier is moving, to ensure more safety for 
drivers and vehicles.
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G3250
Clearance width of up to 3,25 m

Specific solution for parking 
facilities with heavy traffic.

• A barrier with a liner design, ideal for blending into any setting, 
and made of sturdy plate steel.

• Both the flashing light and the photocells can be directly fitted 
onto the cabinet to ensure safety and durability over time.

• The protective carter ensures maximum safety when the boom 
is moving.

• Powered by 24 V DC, it is the ideal solution when heavy traffic 
goes through the passage point.

Dimensions (mm)

10
07

260

88
4

LM

LM = Max. net clearance width

338

APPLYING THE JOINT

001G03755SX 001G03755DX

Limits to use
MODELS G3250

Maximum clearance width of the 
passage (m)

3,25

Technical features
MODELS G3250

Protection rating (IP) 54

Power supply (V - 50/60 Hz) 230 AC

Motor power supply (V) 24 DC

Current draw (A) 15 Max.

Power (W) 300

Opening time at 90° (s) 2 ÷ 6

Duty cycle (%) HEAVY-DUTY SERVICE

Torque (Nm) 200

Working temperature (°C) -20 ÷ +55

 24 V DC
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THE COMPLETE RANGE

Code Description Price € (net of VAT)

Barrier with 24 V DC gearmotor and built-in control panel

001G3250 Barrier made of varnished galvanized steel set up to fit accessories.

Accessories

001G03250 Semi-oval section white varnished aluminum boom, complete with groove 
covering profile, impact-proof rubber edge, internal reinforcer, luminous cord, 
connection cable and red reflective adhesive strips. Boom length: 3.5 m

001G03250K Semi-oval section boom, made of white, varnished aluminum, with groove strip 
and shock-resistant fender, inner reinforcement, and red, reflective, adhesive 
strips. Boom length: 3.5 m

001G0468 Brace for fitting DELTA-I and DELTA-SI photocells onto the cabinet.

001G04601 Adapter for fitting the Kiaro-series flashing light; requires the KIAROS base).

Accessories for: 001G03250K

001G03755DX Joint for semi-oval section boom for right-hand barrier.

001G03755SX Joint for semi-oval section boom for left-hand barrier.
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Gard 3
Clearance width of up to 2,75 m

Ideal solution for regular and 
intensive vehicle traffic

• A modernly designed barrier, with perfectly blended aesthetics 
and perfection for any application.

• The built-in flashing light ensures safety and endurance, while the 
photocells can be installed directly onto the barrier cabinet.

• Protective casing, in version with tube-shaped boom.
• G03002, ensures maximum safety when the boom is moving
• 24 V DC gearmotor is the ideal solution to ensure heavy-duty 

service levels.
• Available with special accessories for detachable booms to use 

in applications that need maximum safety features.

Dimensions (mm)

12
04

332

88
4

LM

88
4

340

LM = Max. net clearance width 001G03000 - 0010G03006
NOTES
001G03006 - basic, detaching, boom 
fastener. Only for 001G03001 semi-
oval section booms.

001G03000 - Basic detachable 
boom attachment support. Only for 
001G03002 tube-shaped section 
booms.

0010G03005
NOTES
001G03005 - plus, detaching, boom 
fastener. Only for 001G03001 semi-
oval section booms.

Limits to use
MODELS G3000DX G3000SX G3000IDX G3000ISX

Maximum clearance width of the 
passage (m)

2,75 2,75 2,75 2,75

Technical features
MODELS G3000DX G3000SX G3000IDX G3000ISX

Protection rating (IP) 54 54 54 54

Power supply (V - 50/60 Hz) 120 - 230 AC 120 - 230 AC 120 - 230 AC 120 - 230 AC

Motor power supply (V) 24 DC 24 DC 24 DC 24 DC

Current draw (A) 15 Max. 15 Max. 15 Max. 15 Max.

Power (W) 300 300 300 300

Opening time at 90° (s) 0,9 0,9 0,9 0,9

Duty cycle (%) HEAVY-DUTY SERVICE HEAVY-DUTY SERVICE HEAVY-DUTY SERVICE HEAVY-DUTY SERVICE

Torque (Nm) 200 200 200 200

Working temperature (°C) -20 ÷ +55 -20 ÷ +55 -20 ÷ +55 -20 ÷ +55

 24 V DC

* The speed must be adjusted to the boom’s dimensions.
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THE COMPLETE RANGE

Code Description Price € (net of VAT)

Barrier with 24 V DC gearmotor and built-in control panel

001G3000DX Right-hand barrier made of varnished galvanized satin-finish steel,  
set up to fit accessories.

001G3000SX Left-hand barrier made of varnished galvanized satin-finish steel,  
set up to fit accessories.

001G3000IDX Right-hand barrier made of AISI 304 satin-finish steel,  
set up to fit accessories.

001G3000ISX Left-hand barrier made of AISI 304 satin-finish steel,  
set up to fit accessories.

Obligatory accessories

001G03001 Semi-oval section white varnished aluminum boom, complete with groove 
covering profile, impact-proof rubber edge, luminous cord, connection cable 
and red reflective adhesive strips. Boom length: 3 m.

001G03002 Semi-oval section white varnished aluminum boom complete with and red 
reflective adhesive strips. Boom length: 3 m.

Obligatory accessories for: 001G03001

001G04060 Ø 50 mm balacing spring.

001G03003 Flange for attaching a semi-oval section boom, complete with internal 
reinforcement, flange cover and cap.

Obligatory accessories for: 001G03002

001G02040 Ø 40 mm balancing spring.

001G03004 Flange for attaching a semi-oval section boom, complete with flange cover  
and cap.

Accessories for: 001G03001 (excludes using the 001G02807)

001G03006 Basic detachable boom attachment support.

001G03005 Detachable plus boom supporting attachment.

Accessories for: 001G03002 (excludes using the 001G02807)

001G03000 Break-away boom attachment.

Accessories

001G02801 Flashing light built-into the dome.

001G02802 Support for applying Dir series photocells.

001G02807 Fixed rest.
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ELECTRONIC FUNCTIONS 
AUTOMATIC ROAD BARRIERS

The table shows all of the characteristics of the barrier-specific control panels.
The ones in bold type are important when choosing which operator to install and should be considered from the beginning.

Model / Series
G3250 G3000DX 

G3000SX 
G3000IDX 
G3000ISX

Control board / Control panel
ZL38 ZL30

Positive
SELF-DIAGNOSING safety devices

PREFLASHING while opening or closing

REOPEN while closing

RECLOSE while opening

Obstruction WAIT

TOTAL STOP

PARTIAL STOP

OBSTRUCTION DETECTED in front of photocells

ENCODER

Device for CONTROLLING MOVEMENT and DETECTING ANY OBSTRUCTIONS

AMPEROMETRIC DETECTION

Command
PEDESTRIAN OPENING one gate leaf

PARTIAL OPENING one gate leaf

OPEN ONLY from transmitter and/or button

OPEN ONLY or CLOSE ONLY button connection

OPEN-STOP-CLOSE-STOP from transmitter and/or from button

OPEN-CLOSE-INVERSION from transmitter and/or from button

MAINTAINED ACTION

OPENING DELAY 1st leaf

CLOSING DELAY 2nd leaf

IMMEDIATE CLOSING

EMERGENCY RELEASE from transmitter

Characteristics
FLASHING LIGHT connection

CYCLE LAMP connection

COURTESY LAMP connection

Antenna

GATE OPEN FLASHING LIGHT connection

WARNING LIGHT CLOSED connection

Contact output for 2nd RADIO CHANNEL

OPERATING TIME adjustment

SELF-LEARNING of the transmitter's RADIO CODE

ELECTRIC LOCK and/or ANTI RAMMING connection

Adjustable AUTOMATIC RECLOSING TIME

OPENING and/or CLOSING slow down

EMERGENCY BATTERY operation (optional)

MASTER-SLAVE

Adjustable TRAVEL and SLOW-DOWN speeds*

DISPLAY

Electronic brake

SELF-LEARNING opening and closng limit-switches

SLEEP MODE

Connecting to the solar panel

  24 V DC INTENSIVE USE

* The speed must be adjusted to the boom’s dimensions.
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TURNSTILES
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Stile One
Motor-powered tripod turnstiles

Dimensions (mm)

Compact tripod-turnstile, 
convenient when space is an issue.

• The structure is made of varnished steel, whereas the tripod 
arms are made of AISI 304 stainless steel

• Stile One's programming and control can be managed by 
access control systems or even remotely via the CRP (Came 
Remote Protocol).

• The encoder detects any tampering attempts, and the standard 
beeper issues the alert.

• During power outages, the tripod releases and unlocks to 
allow people to pass through in both directions (001PSMM01). 
Alternatively, there is the drop-down arm option: during power 
outages, the tripod’s horizontal arm drops down, to allow people 
to pass through more easily (001PSMM02).

• You can also fit an optional LED-signaling strip to either of the 
tripod's sides.

• The on-board control board features its own programming 
screen; it can be linked up with the Rbm84 access-control 
system, and, even with an extra R700 control board that control 
the TSP00 and LT001 devices.

• The Memory Roll enables you to back up settings and 
memorized user.
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001PSOPGO1X
001PSOPGO1

Technical features
MODELS PSMM01 PSMM02

Protection rating (IP) 44 44

Power supply (V - 50/60 Hz) 120 - 230 AC 120 - 230 AC

Stand-by consumption (W) 4 10

Weight (Kg) 22 25

Insulation class I I

Max number of passages/min.* 30 30

Power (W) 120 120

Operating temperature (°C) -20 ÷ +55 -20 ÷ +55

* See the free-access mode

 120 - 230 V AC
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THE COMPLETE RANGE

Code Description Price € (net of VAT)

Motor-powered electromechanical tripod turnstiles

001PSMM01 Bidirectional motor-powered varnished galvanized-steel turnstile, complete 
with control board. The tripod automatically releases during power outages.

001PSMM02 Bidirectional motor-powered varnished galvanized-steel turnstile, complete 
with control board and fall-away arm system.

Accessories for motor-powered electromechanical tripod turnstiles

001PSMMA-A Two LED alert bars.

001PSMMA-B Wall-fastening brace kit.

001PSMMA-C Hollow-core leg.

001PSMMA-D Tube leg.

Accessories

001PSOPGO1 Channeler complete with riser with AISI 304 stainless steel arch, galvanized 
steel anchoring flange and chromed plastic flange cover. H = 1,000 mm.

001PSOPGO1X Channeler made of AISI 304 steel complete with arched riser, fastening flange 
and flange cover. H = 1,000 mm.
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XVia
Motor-driven, tripod turnstiles

Dimensions (mm)

The motor-driven solution for 
controlling pedestrian passages 
in high flow-rate areas; also with 
transponder card control.

• The innovative, motor-driven turnstile for controlling transit in high 
flow-rate areas.

• Made of stainless steel, it fits well at railway and maritime 
stations, metro stations, sports facilities - wherever regulating 
entering and exiting people-flows becomes indispensable.

• A sturdy and reliable solution, fit for all transit selection and 
control needs.

• It fits anywhere, even at stadiums, stations of sorts, public 
buildings and sports facilities.

• Managed by a built-in control board, it is fully compatible with all 
evolved access-control systems.
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* Minimum dimension.
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001PSOPGO1
001PSOPGO1X

Technical features
MODELS PSXV02 PSXV03

Protection rating (IP) 44 44

Power supply (V - 50/60 Hz) 120 - 230 AC 120 - 230 AC

Stand-by consumption (W) 18 18

Weight (Kg) 45 45

Insulation class I I

Max number of passages/min.* 30 30

Power (W) 180 180

Operating temperature (°C) -20 ÷ +55 -20 ÷ +55

* See the free-access mode

 120 - 230 V AC
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THE COMPLETE RANGE

Code Description Price € (net of VAT)

Motor-powered electromechanical tripod turnstiles

001PSXV02 Two-way, motor-driven, turnstile made of satin-finish, AISI 304 steel, with 
control board, LED directional lights, five-digit display, self-resetting drop-
down arm system and tamper-proof system. Control board programming (or 
via RFID card if using with the 001PSXVA5 or the 001PSXVA6)

001PSXV03 Two-way, motor-driven, turnstile made of satin-finish, AISI 304 steel, with 
control board, LED directional lights, five-digit display and tamper-proof 
system. Control board programming (or via RFID card if using with the 
001PSXVA5 or the 001PSXVA6)

Accessories for electromechanical tripod turnstiles

001PSXVA5 Pair of 125 MHz reader cards.

001PSXVA6 Pair of MiFare-type, 13.56 Mhz reader cards.

Accessories

001PSOPGO1 Channeler complete with riser with AISI 304 stainless steel arch, galvanized 
steel anchoring flange and chromed plastic flange cover. H = 1,000 mm.

THE MULTIFUNCTION DISPLAY AND TRANSPONDER SENSOR
The turnstile come with a multifunction display on both sides and can fit the 
optional magnetic card antenna; either the Manchester 125 Khz or the MiFare 
13.56 Mhz version.
Xvia also features LED light signaling displays, which are factory-fitted on either 
side of the turnstile.

EMERGENCY FUNCTIONS
The 001PSXV02 version features the drop-down arm function to instantly free up 
the passage in emergencies.
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Twister Light
Electromechanical tripod turnstiles

The ideal solution when regulating 
very high rates of people-transit, 
even with transponder card control.

• Twister light is the cutting-edge turnstile for regulating large 
numbers of transiting people.

• Made of stainless steel, it fits well at railway and maritime 
stations, metro stations, sports facilities - wherever regulating 
entering and exiting people-flows becomes indispensable.

• Twister light is the hard wearing and functional solution for any 
type of people-transit and selection control.

• It fits anywhere, even at stadiums, stations of sorts, public 
buildings and sports facilities.

• Controlled by a built-in control board, Twister light is perfectly 
compatible with all state-of-the-art access control systems.

Dimensions (mm)
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Technical features
MODELS PSBPS07N PSBPS08 PSBPS09 PSBPS10

Protection rating (IP) 44 44 44 44

Power supply (V - 50/60 Hz) 120 - 230 AC 120 - 230 AC 120 - 230 AC 120 - 230 AC

Operating power supply (V) 24 DC 24 DC 24 DC 24 DC

Current draw (mA) 260 260 260 260

Weight (Kg) 60 60 60 60

Max number of passages/min.* 12 12 12 12

Operating temperature (°C) -20 ÷ +55 -20 ÷ +55 -20 ÷ +55 -20 ÷ +55

* See the free-access mode

 230 V AC
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THE COMPLETE RANGE

Code Description Price € (net of VAT)

Electromechanical tripod turnstiles

001PSBPS07N Two-way, electro-mechanical turnstile made of AISI 304, satin-finish stainless 
steel, with control board, hydraulic brake.
The tripod automatically releases during power outages.

001PSBPS08 Bidirectional electromechanical turnstile made of AISI 304 satin-finish steel, 
complete with control board, hydraulic brake and LED directional indicators. 
The tripod automatically releases during power outages.

001PSBPS09 Two-way, electro-mechanical turnstile made of AISI 304, satin-finish stainless 
steel, with control board, hydraulic brake, LED directional lights and anti-jump-
over system.
The tripod automatically releases during power outages.

001PSBPS10 Bidirectional electromechanical turnstile made of AISI 304 satin-finish steel, 
complete with control board, hydraulic brake and LED directional indicators 
and drop-away arm system.

Accessories for electromechanical tripod turnstiles

001PSOPSC01 Anti-panic arms with pressure break-away joint.

001PSOPCN03 Electronic counter.

001PSOPSF03 Stop-go light with LED warning display.

Accessories

001PSOPGO1 Channeler complete with riser with AISI 304 stainless steel arch, galvanized 
steel anchoring flange and chromed plastic flange cover. H = 1,000 mm.

001PSOPGO1X Channeler made of AISI 304 steel complete with arched riser, fastening 
flange and flange cover. H = 1,000 mm.
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Twister
Electromechanical tripod turnstiles

The ideal solution when regulating 
very high rates of people-transit, 
even with transponder card control

• Twister is the cutting-edge turnstile for selecting heavy transit 
rates.

• Made of stainless steel, it fits well at railway and maritime 
stations, metro stations, sports facilities - wherever regulating 
entering and exiting people-flows becomes indispensable.

• Twister is the durable functional solution - suited to any transit 
control and selection needs.

• It fits anywhere, even at stadiums, stations of sorts, public 
buildings and sports facilities.

• Controlled by its own control board, Twister is perfectly 
compatible with all state-of-the-art access control systems.

Dimensions (mm)
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Technical features
MODELS PST001 PST002 PST003 PST004

Protection rating (IP) 44 44 44 44

Power supply (V - 50/60 Hz) 120 - 230 AC 120 - 230 AC 120 - 230 AC 120 - 230 AC

Operating power supply (V) 24 DC 24 DC 24 DC 24 DC

Current draw (mA) 260 260 260 260

Weight (Kg) 60 60 60 60

Max number of passages/min.* 12 12 12 12

Operating temperature (°C) -20 ÷ +55 -20 ÷ +55 -20 ÷ +55 -20 ÷ +55

* See the free-access mode

 230 V AC
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THE COMPLETE RANGE

Code Description Price € (net of VAT)

Electromechanical tripod turnstiles

001PST001 Bi-directional electromechanical turnstile made of AISI 304 satin-finish 
steel with control board fitted, plus transponder sensors, LED directional 
indicators with display, lateral stop-go lights and hydraulic braking. The tripod 
automatically releases during power outages.

001PST002 Bi-directional electromechanical turnstile made of AISI 304 satin-finish steel 
with control board fitted, plus LED directional indicators with display, lateral 
stop-go lights and hydraulic braking. The tripod automatically releases during 
power outages.

001PST003 Two-way, electro-mechanical turnstile made of AISI 304, satin-finish stainless 
steel, with control board, LED directional lights with display, side stop-go-
lights, anti-jump-over system and hydraulic brake. The tripod automatically 
releases during power outages.

001PST004 Bi-directional electromechanical turnstile made of AISI 304 satin-finish steel 
with control board fitted, plus LED directional indicators with display, lateral 
stop-go lights, drop-away arm system and hydraulic braking.

Accessories for : 001PST001 - 001PST002 - 001PST003

001PSOPSC01 Anti-panic arms with pressure break-away joint.

Accessories

001PSOPGO1 Channeler complete with riser with AISI 304 stainless steel arch, galvanized 
steel anchoring flange and chromed plastic flange cover. H = 1,000 mm.

001PSOPGO1X Channeler made of AISI 304 steel complete with arched riser, fastening flange 
and flange cover. H = 1,000 mm.
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Guardian
Full-height turnstiles

The full-height system for 
controlling passages where  
high-flow rates are expected

• Guardian is the perfect solution for, even unstaffed wide-
clearance passages, but with heavy flows of people transiting 
through.

• Designed to also be installed outdoors, it is widely used at 
airports, port facilities, large companies, metro stations, railroad 
stations and stadiums.

• Its sturdy structure and pleasant design make it a formidable 
deterrent while totally protecting users.

• Durability and reliability are ensured even when installed 
outdoors. Its galvanized steel body and special epoxy coating 
make it withstand corrosion brought on by weather agents.

Dimensions (mm)
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Technical features
MODELS PSGS3 PSGD3 PSGS4 PSGD4

Protection rating (IP) 44 44 44 44

Power supply (V - 50/60 Hz) 120 - 230 AC 120 - 230 AC 120 - 230 AC 120 - 230 AC

Operating power supply (V) 24 DC 24 DC 24 DC 24 DC

Current draw (mA) 223 446 223 446

Weight (Kg) 350 650 350 650

Max number of passages/min.* 10 10 10 10

Operating temperature (°C) -20 ÷ +55 -20 ÷ +55 -20 ÷ +55 -20 ÷ +55

* See the free-access mode

 230 V AC
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THE COMPLETE RANGE

Code Description Price € (net of VAT)

Full-height electromechanical turnstiles

001PSGS3 Bidirectional electromechanical single full-height turnstile with three 120° 
sectors - structure made of RAL 7035 coated galvanized steel, complete with 
control board and hydraulic brake, LED directional indicators, multifunction 
display and courtesy light.

001PSGD3 Bidirectional electromechanical full-height double turnstile with three 120° 
sectors - structure made of RAL 7035 coated galvanized steel, complete with 
control board and hydraulic brake, LED directional indicators, multifunction 
display and courtesy light.

001PSGS4 Bidirectional electromechanical full-height single turnstile with four 90° sectors 
- structure made of RAL 7035 coated galvanized steel, complete with control 
board and hydraulic brake, LED directional indicators, multifunction display and 
courtesy light.

001PSGD4 Bidirectional electromechanical full-height double turnstile with four 90° sectors 
- structure made of RAL 7035 coated galvanized steel, complete with control 
board and hydraulic brake, LED directional indicators, multifunction display and 
courtesy light.

Custom treatments

119COLOR16 Extra treatment.

NOTES
We can do customer-requested customized RAL paint jobs.
Deliveries take place at least 15 working days from receipt of order.
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Wing40
Motor-powered swing-leaf turnstiles

A swift elegant passage and simple 
safe installation

• The leaf anchored to the inside of the operator makes for very 
sleek and essential shapes.

• Built-in signaling luminous crown and modular assembly - it 
signals when leaf movement and the turnstile’s operating status.

• The control board, power supply unit and electric brake all fit 
inside the operator.

• The built-in electronic brake blocks the leaf to let in only 
authorized users.

• Motor with encoder for detecting obstructions and easy-to-
manage slow-down phases.

• Easy-to-access system programming and function viewing 
display.

• Movement is activated via transponder, magnetic card, buttons 
or photocells.

• Memory Roll to ensure configuration and user data are saved.
• AISI 304 steel structure with Plexiglas or tempered glass leaves.
• The leaf speed can be adjusted on the control board.

Dimensions (mm)
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LM = Max. net clearance width

Limits to use
MODELS PSWNG40

Min. leaf length (mm) 600

Max. leaf length (mm) 900

Min. clearance width (mm) 1250

Max. clearance width (mm) 1850

Max. leaf opening (°) 90

Technical features
MODELS PSWNG40

Protection rating (IP) 40

Power supply (V - 50/60 Hz) 120 - 230 AC

Motor power supply (V) 24 DC

Max number of passages/min.* 12

Opening speed at 90° (s) 1

Power (W) 120

Operating temperature (°C) -20 ÷ +55

* See the free-access mode

 24 V DC
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Code Description Price € (net of VAT)

24 V DC motor-powered swing-leaf turnstile

001PSWNG40 Bidirectional motor-powered swing-leaf turnstile made of AISI 304 steel, 
complete with control board and LED indicators.

Accessories

001PSWL60 Plexiglas leaf L = 600 mm, thickness = 10 mm.

001PSWL90 Plexiglas leaf L = 900 mm, thickness = 10 mm.

001PSWL60C Glass leaf L = 600 mm, thickness = 10 mm.

001PSWL90C Glass leaf L = 900 mm, thickness = 10 mm.

001PSWLC Hooking up kit for customized leaf.

LUMINOUS WARNING
RED CROWN
Signals that the leaf is closing.

LUMINOUS WARNING
GREEN CROWN
Signals that the leaf is opening.

LUMINOUS WARNING
BLUE CROWN
Warns that the leaf is about to close.

THE CONTROL
BOARD
The display allows for easy and quick function control.
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Saloon40
Motor-powered swing-leaf turnstiles

Quick passages, easy to install, 
modular and safe

• Built-in signaling luminous crown and modular assembly - it 
signals when leaf movement and the turnstile’s operating status.

• The passage way is always under control, thanks to the buzzer 
which alerts when someone tries to force entry.

• Safe because it's reversible! During power outages, the turnstile 
allows manual opening for entering and exiting.

• Motor with encoder for detecting obstructions, adjusting speed 
and managing slow-down phases.

• Easy-to-access system programming and function viewing 
display.

• Movement is activated via transponder, magnetic card, buttons 
or photocells.

• Memory Roll to ensure configuration and user data are saved.
• Easily paired with modular crowd-barriers.

Dimensions (mm)

900 / 1200

65
0

26
0

98

10
08

Ø 120

Ø 50

50

LM

LM = Max. net clearance width

Limits to use
MODELS PSSLN40

Min. leaf length (mm) 1200

Max. leaf length (mm) 1830

Min. clearance width (mm) 1850

Max. clearance width (mm) 2450

Max. leaf opening (°) 90

Technical features
MODELS PSSLN40

Protection rating (IP) 40

Power supply (V - 50/60 Hz) 120 - 230 AC

Motor power supply (V) 24 DC

Max number of passages/min.* 12

Opening speed at 90° (s) 1

Power (W) 120

Operating temperature (°C) -20 ÷ +55

* See the free-access mode

 24 V DC
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Code Description Price € (net of VAT)

24 V DC motor-powered swing-leaf turnstile

001PSSLN40 Bidirectional motor-powered swing-leaf turnstile made of aluminum, complete 
with control board and LED indicators.

Accessories

001PSSL90 Aluminium gate leaf L = 900 mm.

001PSSL120 Aluminium gate leaf L = 1200 mm.

001PSSLC Customized aluminum leaf.
(L = from 600 to 1,200 mm, notify us of the dimensions you want, when 
ordering).

001PSSA01 Automatic-opening activation radar.

001PSSA03 Kit containing two chrome-finish plastic couplers for fitting the crowd barriers.

001PSSA04 Kit containing two AISI 304 steel couplers for fitting the crowd barriers.

LUMINOUS WARNING
RED CROWN
Signals that the leaf is closing.

LUMINOUS WARNING
GREEN CROWN
Signals that the leaf is opening.

LUMINOUS WARNING
BLUE CROWN
Warns that the leaf is about to close.

ACTIVATION
RADAR
Built-in, for remotely opening the leaves ahead of time.
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Compass
Mechanical swivel gates

The ideal range for controlling 
pedestrian passage ways

• Compass is the simple cost-effective solution for directing people 
flows, in orderly and efficient fashion, at small stores, hyper 
markets and shopping malls alike.

• It is also well suited when fitted at swimming pools, sports 
facilities, wellness and health clubs, amusement parks, and so 
on ...

• Mechanical four-arm turnstile
• Its AISI 304 steel structure make Compass a suitable product for 

outdoor fitting.

Dimensions (mm)

1200

10
00

65
5

26
0

Ø 50

Ø 
30

Ø 50

Ø 40

600

135
26

0
91

6

830
280

Ø 
30

Ø 50

001PSOPGO1
001PSOPGO1X
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Code Description Price € (net of VAT)

Swivel gates

001PSSPCWO Floor-anchoring mobile mechanical swivel-gate with free clockwise rotation.

001PSSPCCW Floor-anchoring mobile mechanical swivel-gate with free counter-clockwise 
rotation.

001PSSPFMCWO Fixed mechanical swing gate with wall-anchoring column and free clockwise 
rotation.

001PSSPFMCCW Fixed swivel gate with wall-anchoring column and free counter-clockwise 
rotation.

Accessories

001PSOPGO1 Channeler complete with riser with AISI 304 stainless steel arch, galvanized 
steel anchoring flange and chromed plastic flange cover. H = 1,000 mm.

001PSOPGO1X Channeler made of AISI 304 steel complete with arched riser, fastening flange 
and flange cover. H = 1,000 mm.
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Flag
Mechanical saloon-type swing door

The multi-purpose solution for 
controlling people flows

• Flag is the mechanical saloon-type push-to-open door and 
features spring-loaded automatic closing.

• It is ideal when fitted at: swimming pools, sports centers, 
wellness and fitness facilities, points-of-sale, emergency exits, 
malls and supermarkets.

• It is designed to facilitate passage of physically challenged 
people.

• Flag is what you need when regulating people flows is your 
necessity.

• It is perfect as a service passage point at points-of-sale and as 
an emergency exit.

Dimensions (mm)

980

945

99
0

60
0

26
0

Ø 50

Ø 110

Ø 70

LM

50

LM = Max. net clearance width

135

26
0
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Ø 
30

Ø 50

001PSOPGO1
001PSOPGO1X
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Code Description Price € (net of VAT)

Mechanical saloon-type swing door

001PSBPCWOA Mechanical swing door with right-hand column and key lock.

001PSBPCCWA Mechanical swing door with left-hand column and key lock.

001PSBPOOA Bidirectional mechanical turnstile and key lock.

Accessories

001PSOPGO1 Channeler complete with riser with AISI 304 stainless steel arch, galvanized 
steel anchoring flange and chromed plastic flange cover. H = 1,000 mm.

001PSOPGO1X Channeler made of AISI 304 steel complete with arched riser, fastening flange 
and flange cover. H = 1,000 mm.

Custom treatments

001PSMLANT01 Surcharge for modifying the leaf length.
(Min. = 500 mm - Max. = 900 mm).

NOTES
001PSMLANT01 Specify the custom length of the leaf.
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Accessories
Crowd barriers

A complete range for completing 
any system configuration

• Modular crowd barrier system made of AISI 304 steel.
• Easy to fit together, and works well alongside turnstiles, 

mechanical turnstiles and swivel gates - alone, they help convey 
people flows or mark off areas for different uses.

Dimensions (mm)

Ø 50
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Code Description Price € (net of VAT)

Columns for joinable crowd barriers

001PSTRV Galvanizes steel column with chrome-finish plastic fastening-flange and cover, 
without holes. H = 1,000 mm.

001PSTRV2F Galvanized steel riser with chromed plastic anchoring flange and flange cover, 
with two holes. H = 1,000 mm.

001PSTRV4F90 Galvanized steel riser with chromed plastic anchoring flange and flange cover, 
with two + two holes at 90°. H = 1,000 mm.

001PSTRV4F180 Galvanized steel riser with chromed plastic anchoring flange and flange cover, 
with two + two holes at 180°. H = 1,000 mm.

001PSTRV6F Galvanized steel riser with chromed plastic anchoring flange and flange cover, 
with six holes. H = 1,000 mm.

001PSTRV8F Galvanized steel riser with chromed plastic anchoring flange and flange cover, 
with eight holes. H = 1,000 mm.

001PSTRVX Riser plus anchoring flange and flange cover made of AISI 304 stainless steel, 
with no holes. H = 1,000 mm.

001PSTRVX2F Riser plus anchoring flange and flange cover made of AISI 304 stainless steel, 
with two holes. H = 1,000 mm.

001PSTRVX4F90 Riser plus anchoring flange and flange cover made of AISI 304 stainless steel, 
with two + two holes at 90°. H = 1,000 mm.

001PSTRVX4F180 Riser plus anchoring flange and flange cover made of AISI 304 stainless steel, 
with two + two holes at 180°. H = 1,000 mm.

001PSTRVX6F Riser plus anchoring flange and flange cover made of AISI 304 stainless steel, 
with six holes. H = 1,000 mm.

001PSTRVX8F Riser plus anchoring flange and flange cover made of AISI 304 stainless steel, 
with eight holes. H = 1,000 mm.
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Code Description Price € (net of VAT)

Tubes and couplers for joining crowd barriers

001PSTRT050 AISI 304 steel, horizontal tube
Ø 40 mm, thickness 1 mm, L = 500 mm.

001PSTRT100 AISI 304 steel, horizontal tube
Ø 40 mm, thickness 1 mm, L = 1,000 mm.

001PSTRT150 AISI 304 steel, horizontal tube
Ø 40 mm, thickness 1 mm, L = 1,500 mm.

001PSTRT200 AISI 304 steel, horizontal tube
Ø 40 mm, thickenss 1 mm, L = 2,000 mm.

001PSTRM001 Two sleeve couplers made of chromed plastic with fastening screws.

001PSTRM003 Two sleeve couplers made of AISI 304 steel with fastening screws.

001PSTRM004 Two, wall-attaching couplers made of AISI 304 steel with fastening screws.

Compositions

 001PSTRM001 - 001PSTRM003

 001PSTRV2F - 001PSTRVX2F

 001PSTRV4F180 - 001PSTRVX4F180

 001PSTRT050 - 001PSTRT100 - 001PSTRT150 - 001PSTRT200

90°

 001PSTRM001 - 001PSTRM003

 001PSTRV2F - 001PSTRVX2F

 001PSTRV4F090 - 001PSTRVX4F090

 001PSTRT050 - 001PSTRT100 - 001PSTRT150 - 001PSTRT200
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Code Description Price € (net of VAT)

Mono-directional crowd barriers for trolley transit

001PSTPC100 Crowd barrier with two arches.
L = 1,000 mm, H = 1,000 mm.

001PSTPC150 Crowd barrier with three arches.
L = 1,500 mm, H = 1,000 mm.

001PSTPC200 Crowd barrier with four arches.
L = 2,000 mm, H = 1,000 mm.

Complete crowd barriers

001PSTRFPA Floor-anchored crowd barrier made of AISI 304 steel and 6 mm-thick 
polycarbonate panel. H = 900 mm.

001PSTRFPAN Floor-anchored crowd barrier made of AISI 304 steel without panel.
H = 900 mm.

Crowd barriers with anti-panic handle

001PSUS120D Crowd barrier made of AISI 304 steel.
Right-hand post L = 1,200 mm, H = 1,000 mm.

001PSUS120S Crowd barrier made of AISI 304 steel.
Left-hand post L = 1,200 mm, H = 1,000 mm.

001PSUS090D Crowd barrier made of AISI 304 steel.
Right-hand post L = 900 mm, H = 1,000 mm.

001PSUS090S Crowd barrier made of AISI 304 steel.
Left-hand post L = 900 mm, H = 1,000 mm.
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Code Description Price € (net of VAT)

Joinable crowd barriers

001PSTRV80 Riser made of AISI 304 steel with no clips.
H = 900 mm, Ø 80 mm.

001PSTRV802F Riser made of AISI 304 steel with two clips.
H = 900 mm, Ø 80 mm.

001PSTRV804F090 Riser made of AISI 304 steel with two + two clips at 90°.
H = 900 mm, Ø 80 mm.

001PSTRV804F180 Riser made of AISI 304 steel with two + two clips at 180°.
H = 900 mm, Ø 80 mm.

001PSTRV806F Riser made of AISI 304 steel with six clips.
H = 900 mm, Ø 80 mm.

001PSTRV808F Riser made of AISI 304 steel with eight clips.
H = 900 mm, Ø 80 mm.

001PSTRSFPL60875 Transparent, 6-mm thick, polycarbonate panel.
L = 750 mm, H = 800 mm.

Custom treatments

001PSMTP01 Surcharge for change order to cut width of the polycarbonate panel.

NOTES
001PSMTP01 Specify the custom panel width which cannot, in any case, exceed 750 mm (the standard dimension).

 001PSTRV802F

 001PSTRV804F180

 001PSTRSFPL60875

90°

 001PSTRV802F

 001PSTRV804F090

 001PSTRSFPL60875
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Your selection guide
Access Control
The table sums up the series with maximum operating levels based only on users.

Series Model
Max. number of users

Rbm21 RBM21 500

Rbm84 RBM84 5.500

 230 V AC
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ACCESS CONTROL WITH CARDS  
AND TRANSMITTERS
FOR SMALL TO MEDIUM FACILITIES
Gyms, sports grounds and facilities, managing permit holders in small 
parking lots, docks and boating clubs.

Handy transponder keyfob
The Came transponder keyfob brings you the full potential 
of a transponder card, plus its super handiness. The PCT 
keyfob provides the same characteristics of a card, but is 
sturdier and simpler to use.
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Rbm21
Access control for up to 500 users

The ideal solution for managing 
pedestrian or vehicle passage with 
or without toll

• Ideal for managing parking permit service at gyms, sports 
facilities and small private parking lots.

• Supplied with its own dedicated software, it works with 
transponder and magnetic strip cards.

• The private parking controlled by the RBM21 is completed by a 
stop-go light and PSSRV and PSINS light box.

• An on-board sensor lets you directly upload the cards into the 
system's control board, to ensure perfect operation even in 
stand-alone mode.

Dimensions (mm)

240

32
0

145

Limits to use
MODELS RBM21

Max. number of users 500

Dedicated software YES

PC-free YES (partially)

Type of connection to PC RS232 - RS485

Max. distance between the RBM21 and PC 5 m without the PC40 (with the RS232) - 1,000 m with the PC40 (with the RS485)

Max. number of adjustable sensors 2 inputs + 2 outputs (or 2 input/output)

Relay output for controlling the operator 2 (NO - NC)

Stop-go light or sign connection YES

Additional Memory Roll YES

On-board display YES

Number of connections for magnetic coils 2

On-board sensor YES (only for transponder cards)

Technical features
MODELS RBM21 PC40 TSP00 PSSRV PSSRV2 PSINS

Protection rating (IP) 54 20 54 55 55 55

Power supply (V) 230 AC (50/60 Hz)
12 AC 

(power supply unit)
for the R700 230 AC 230 AC 230 AC

Operating temperature (°C) -20 ÷ +55 -20 ÷ +55 -20 ÷ +55 -20 ÷ +55 -20 ÷ +55 -20 ÷ +55

 230 V AC
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CONNECTION DIAGRAM

 NOT SUPPLIED  230 V AC POWER SUPPLY LINE
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ELEMENTS OF THE SYSTEM

STAND ALONE access control
Thanks to an on-board sensor for fitting transponder cards to the control board, 
the RBM21 even works without a PC to configure the system, by fitting the users’ 
cards.
The software for the RBM21
The dedicated software has a clear, crisp and simple windows-based interface 
and does not require any hardware.
Configurable to the needs of individual systems, it lets you memorize each user's 
card and assigned parameters.
It also features an entry count-down mode, that can even have different 
customizable values for each sensor.
If needed, the operators can be controlled to open directly from the PC.
The functions
Prepaid entries.
Users of this service are detracted credit from their cards for the entry. The credit 
must be assigned at the time the card is fitted into the system and each sensor 
can be associated with a different credit value.
Prepaid timed.
Users of this service are detracted a number of credits from their cards, 
depending on the on-premises parking time.
Block card.
A card can be blocked at any time.
Entering users.
A new card can be entered at any time.
Antipassback.
This function prevents several users from gaining entry while using the same 
card.
Timed antipassback.
This function blocks the card, for a preset time, after entry. With this function, the 
card is normally enabled during exit.

Dimensions of accessories (mm)

265
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5
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PSSRV

290
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0
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0
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28 117
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26

LT001 PC40
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Code Description Price € (net of VAT)

230 V AC access control unit

001RBM21 Access control unit for transponder sensors, magnetic coils and for magnetic 
strip readers, complete with software.

Accessories for the: 001RBM21

001PC40 Serial interface for remotely connecting with the PC
(up to 1,000).

Transponder sensors

001TSP00 Transponder sensor for cards, keyfobs and TAGs.

Accessories for: the 001TSP00

001TST01 Transponder card, ISO 7810 - 7813 format, Manchester 125 KHz protocol.

009PCT Keyfob transponder.

009TAG Glass transponder-bulb for Twin series.

Reader for magnetic strip cards.

001LT001 Magnetic card reader.

Accessories for: the 001LT001

001TST02 Magnetic strip card in ISO 7810 - 7813 format.

001LTT Reader brace.

Warning accessories

001PSINS VACANT - FULL double-face light box.

001PSSRV Red and green stop-go light composed of two separate modules measuring 
265 x 200 x 500 mm, made of ABS with polymethacrylate screen measuring Ø 
200 mm and a protection rating of IP55.
ABS stop-go light with green and red lights, with Plexiglas screen for Ø 200 
mm bulb.

001PSSRV2 Red and green LED stop-go light, with overall dimensions of 290 x 180 x 410 
mm, made of ABS with polymethacrylate screen measuring Ø 125 mm and a 
protection rating of IP55.
ABS stop-go light with green and red LED lights, with Plexiglas screen for Ø 
125 mm bulb.

NOTES
001PSSRV - Max. power of each light is 70 W at 230 V AC (not supplied).
001PSINS - We suggest installing this device in sunlit areas so that it is in plain view.
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Rbm84
Access control for up to 5500 users

The ideal solution for controlling 
parking facilities in residential and 
high-traffic areas

• Global access-point control.
• Can be integrated with different control systems.
• Simple, user-friendly software for managing customized functions 

assigned to each user.
• Users are managed by transponder and magnetic strip cards, 

coded keyboards and transmitters.
• Real-time processing of user-assigned passes and operators, 

to enable or inhibit any specific area that is under the system's 
control.

• It also works via modem.

Dimensions (mm)

240

32
0

145

Limits to use
MODELS RBM84

Max. number of users 5500

Dedicated software YES

PC-free YES

Programming without a PC YES

Type of connection to PC RS232

Max. distance between the RBM21 and PC 1,000 m with the PC30 (RS485)

Max. number of adjustable sensors 124 (max. configuration with 60 REM)

Relay output for controlling the operator 128 (max. configuration with REM)

Digital inputs 128

Stop-go light or sign connection YES

Number of connections for magnetic coils YES

Technical features
MODELS RBM84 PC30 TSP00 LT01 PSSRV PSSRV2 PSINS

Protection rating (IP) 54 20 54 - 55 55 55

Power supply (V) 230 AC (50/60 Hz)
12 AC 

(power supply unit)
for the R700 for the R700 230 AC 230 AC 230 AC

Operating temperature (°C) -20 ÷ +55 -20 ÷ +55 -20 ÷ +55 -20 ÷ +55 -20 ÷ +55 -20 ÷ +55 -20 ÷ +55

 230 V AC
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CONNECTION DIAGRAM

 NOT SUPPLIED  230 V AC POWER SUPPLY LINE
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ELEMENTS OF THE SYSTEM

All controls within easy reach
The RBM84 is for managing systems with large numbers of users that use 
different control systems (such as transmitters, code selectors, cards...).
It also provides real-time assignation of all user entry data to the controlled area.
The software for the RBM84
The dedicated software has a clear, crisp and simple windows-based interface 
and does not require any hardware.
The functions
Prepaid entries with count-down value from a prepaid number of entries.
Prepaid timed with count-down value of a set number of completed entries.
Selectable time-slots.
Block cards from the PC.
Enter cards via PC.
Parking function.
Event printout.
Entry/exit antipassback.
Timed antipassback.
Passage Log.
Instant viewing of events.
Direct control of operators.
Differentiated management of users through groups.
System opening/closing on preset dates.
Automatic opening of the system at a preset time.
Total system block from the PC.
Software access password.
Synchronized system status.

Dimensions of accessories (mm)
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Code Description Price € (net of VAT)

230 V AC access control unit

001RBM84 Access control unit for transmitters, transponder sensors, magnetic coils and 
magnetic strip card readers, complete with software.

Accessories for: the 001RBM84

001PC30 Serial interface for managing with the PC, with 12 V - 800 mA power-supply 
unit and serial connection cable.

001REM Unit with built-in radio decoding for unit expansion.

Sensors and transponders

001TSP00 Transponder sensor for cards, keyfobs and TAGs.

Accessories for: the 001TSP00

001TST01 Transponder card, ISO 7810 - 7813 format, Manchester 125 KHz protocol.

009PCT Keyfob transponder.

009TAG Glass transponder-bulb for Twin series.

Reader for magnetic strip cards.

001LT001 Magnetic card reader.

Accessories for: the 001LT001

001TST02 Magnetic strip card in ISO 7810 - 7813 format.

001LTT Reader brace.

Accessories for: 001S5000 - 001S6000 - 001S7000

001R800 Control board for decoding and access-control management via keypad 
selectors.

Accessories for: 001TSP00 - 001LT001

001R700 Control board for decoding and access-control management
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Code Description Price € (net of VAT)

Radio module

001R501N Radio module.

Warning accessories

001PSINS VACANT - FULL double-face light box.

001PSSRV Red and green stop-go light composed of two separate modules measuring 
265 x 200 x 500 mm, made of ABS with polymethacrylate screen measuring Ø 
200 mm and a protection rating of IP55.
ABS stop-go light with green and red lights, with Plexiglas screen for Ø 200 
mm bulb.

001PSSRV2 Red and green LED stop-go light, with overall dimensions of 290 x 180 x 410 
mm, made of ABS with polymethacrylate screen measuring Ø 125 mm and a 
protection rating of IP55.
ABS stop-go light with green and red LED lights, with Plexiglas screen for Ø 
125 mm bulb.

24 V AC - DC magnetic sensors

009SMA2 Two-channel magnetic sensor for detecting metal masses.

NOTES
001PSSRV - Max. power of each light 70 W a 230 V AC, (not supplied).
001PSINS - We suggest installing this device in sunlit areas so that it is in plain view.
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92 Ps Token
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104 Ps Easy
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Parking facilities
The table sums up the series and shows maximum operating levels according to the maximum number of parking 
spaces

Series Model
Max. number of customers or parking spaces

Ps PS ONE UNLIMITED

Ps PS TOKEN 10.000

Ps PS BARCODE 10.000

Ps PS EASY UNLIMITED

 230 V AC
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GROUND LEVEL PARKING
Staffed or fully automated pay-to-park facilities, and high rotation 
switchers.
Came's Ps systems allow you to control regular permit-holders, and 
occasional parkers by issuing barcode or recycle transponder tickets, in 
prepaid debit or time mode, by using transponder cards.

IN BUILDINGS
Multi-level or underground, high-rotation parking facilities, with parking-
space counter and light boxes on all levels.
The Ps system are made to be staffed at one or more pay-stations, or 
to be completely automated by automatic pay-stations, or with either 
solution.

Handy transponder keyfob
The Came transponder keyfob brings you the full potential 
of a transponder card, plus its super handiness. The PCT 
keyfob provides the same characteristics of a card, but is 
sturdier and simpler to use.
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Ps One
Automatic parking with fanfold tickets

The barcode solution for managing 
occasional users and paying 
permit-holders

• Born of CAME's R&D, the PS ONE exploits technology by using 
native ETHERNET devices.

• This state-of-the-art facility management system, lets you 
configure an unlimited number of peripherals, such as, automatic 
pay-stations, entry and exit units, permit-holder passages, 
pedestrian readers, and staffed payment stations.

• All of these devices, linked up via an ETHERNET network with 
universal TCP/IP protocol, are processed by a central server, 
which connects all of the required devices.

• A modular solution, especially designed to meet the typical 
needs of automated parking facilities of all sizes.

• Not only: the link to the ETHERNET network is very versatile 
because it can run via optical fibers, WiFi connections or even 
mixed solutions.

WARNING
Prices for single components, and the corresponding 
overall offer, are available only upon specific request 
by customers, after sharing with us all of the project's 
technical details.

Technical features

MAIN COMPONENTS
POWER SUPPLY
(V - 50/60 Hz)

MATERIAL / COLOR
POWER ABSORPTION

MAX (VA)
POWER ABSORPTION

AT REST (VA)
POWER ABSORPTION

AT WORK (VA)

Automatic pay-station 230 AC Steel 750 150 450

Entry unit 230 AC Steel 500 50 350

Exit unit 230 AC Steel 500 50 350

Manual pay-station with printer 120 - 230 AC - - - -

Manual barcode reader - - - - -

Red / Green stop-go light 230 AC Steel / Polymethacrylate - - -

Sign 120 - 230 AC Steel / Polymethacrylate - - 45 ÷ 90

Vehicle class detection 230 AC - - - 50

License plate reading 120 - 230 AC - - - 10

Photo takes Ethernet, IEEE 802af Class 1 - - - 3,2

Transponder card - - - - -

Transponder keyfob - ABS - - -

Transponder TAG bulb - Glass - - -

 230 V AC
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Dimensions (mm)
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ENTRY AND EXIT UNITS

Built out of oxidation-resistant and epoxy-powder coated steel plate. 
Communication to the main server takes place over the Ethernet network and on 
the TCP/IP communications protocol by way of a UTP CAT5 cable over a certified 
Ethernet network.
They provide real time monitoring of every event with data forwarding to the 
management server. They are fitted with separate internal compartments (devices 
and tickets), and protected by a lock and key and RGB luminous warnings - 
differentiated according to the service status.
Customized configurations are available - like the double-height posts or, ones 
for controlling passages of authorized persons only.
The exit unit is also available with credit-card payment mode.

ENTRY UNIT

Components
• TFT 5.7” Graphic display
• Printer for pre-cut FAN FOLD ISO STANDARD tickets
• Transponder reader with 125 KHz, MiFare technology
• Ticket request button
• Detector for controlling magnetic sensors to determine vehicle presence
• Barrier management
• Built-in video entry system with VoIP technology
• Fans and heaters for conditioning air inside
• Container for 5,000 FAN FOLD ISO STANDARD pre-cut tickets

Optional components
• IMAGER reader for 1D and 2D barcodes even on mobile devices (such as smart-phones)
• Video-cameras for memorizing vehicle images upon entry
• Video-cameras and OCR module for reading license plates
• Built-in device for reading and printing barcode tickets
• UHF long-range antenna

EXIT UNIT

Components
• 5.7” TFT Display
• Motorized ticket reader
• Card reader with 125 KHz, MiFare technology
• Detector for controlling magnetic sensors to determine vehicle presence
• Barrier management
• Built-in video entry system with VoIP technology
• Fans and heaters for conditioning air inside
• Used ticket collector

Optional components
• IMAGER reader for 1D and 2D barcodes even on mobile devices
• Video-cameras for memorizing photos of vehicles upon exit
• Video-cameras and OCR module for reading license plates
• Built-in device for printing and reading barcode tickets
• UHF long-range antenna
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PAYMENT DEVICES

Modular automatic pay-station made of oxidation-resistant and epoxy-powder 
coated steel plate. Separate internal compartments for devices and currencies, 
are protected by different locks and safety keys and by a siren alarm plus vibration 
sensor.
Transponder card for accessing the compartment and disarming the alarm and for 
doing maintenance or currency jobs.
Fitted with different a RGB light signal depending on the service status.

AUTOMATIC PAY STATION

Components
• TFT Wide vertical 15” graphic display
• Coin reader
• Banknote reader
• Self-loading change-giving hopper (multi-coinage)
• Receipt printer
• Built-in video entry system with VoIP technology
• Built-in reader, barcode printer (for lost tickets) device
• Different coin and banknote collecting drawers - sturdy and lock protected.
• Transponder reader

Optional components
• Self-loading banknote change-giver (multi denomination)
• Processes credit and debit card payments
• Single coinage hopper (max 2 additional coin hoppers)
• IMAGER reader for 1D and 2D barcodes even on mobile devices (such as smart-phones)
• Banknote change-giver hopper (1 denomination)

MANUAL PAY-STATION WITH BUILT-IN RECEIPT PRINTER

Manual pay-station made up of a PC with 9.7” touch-screen monitor, set up to 
take the following payment types:
• BARCODE tickets
• RFID cards (125 kHz or MiFare)

The pay-station processes toll payments in the following modes:
• Coins and bills
• BARCODE tickets, even for permit holders
• Payment via POS cards, credit and debit cards is not standard, and is the responsibility of 

the management.

Optional components
• Desk top device for reading and printing barcodes on fan fold tickets
• RFID card reader
• Cash drawer
• 1D BARCODE reader
• Extra display
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THE CONTROL SYSTEM AND THE ACCESSORIES

The central-server installed software processes all entry and exit devices, via 
a built-in web server and memorizes all the events on a relational database. 
Web customers can link up via standard browser to get all necessary function 
questions and statistics. The client number is free; every user can freely access 
their own profiles and access the various corresponding functions.
The server lets you monitor and even remotely control the entry and exit points. 
The standard server can manage a high number of devices, which can be 
expanded depending on the system's characteristics and by using a suitable 
server.

OCR VIDEO-CAMERAS FOR LICENSE PLATE READING
OCR module paired with a specific IP video camera for reading and recognizing 
license plates.

EYE SYSTEM FOR VEHICLE IMAGES
The EYE SYSTEM module is for associating to each entry passage high-definition 
images of the passing vehicle's four sides (no plate reading).
If required, by doing a simple license plate search which exploits the OCR 
module, or a ticket search, the manager can view the images taken earlier at 
entry, to check whether the vehicle was already damaged when driving in.

VEHICLE CLASSIFICATION SYSTEM
A system to defining different rates to different entry lanes depending on vehicle 
height classification.
Properly fitted photocells paired with a ground-installed sensitive-system, can 
detect vehicle height to compute the parking fee. Example: different rates for 
cars, motorbikes or buses.

OUTER SIGNAGE
They are indispensable for signaling parking-space availability at all the levels, 
from the outside. The modular signs can be: 
single face with built-in backlit screen to fit either jutting out or up against the 
wall. 
The GREEN-RED stop-and-go lights complete the range. These notify whether 
drivers must stop or proceed.
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ENTRY TICKETS AND SOFTWARE

The PS ONE system is for managing occasional parkers, permit-holder parkers and 
booked parkers in the following modes:

BARCODE 1D ticket "one time" ISO STANDARD FAN FOLD type, and precut, on 
which, by thermal printer, the barcode for identifying customers, is printed.
The tickets are available in packages of 500 pieces.

RFID cards Manchester 125 kHz or MiFare 13.56 MHz protocol, ISO 7810 - 7813 
format.

Long Range: system for detecting passive tags fitted on transiting vehicles.

Book parking space even with third-party systems, after sending the QR CODE for 
accessing the parking facility.

All of the permit-type tickets are configurable according to the customer's needs, 
with pre-paid, timed, time-slot and calendar period entries, and can be directly 
recharged at the automatic pay-station, without having to contact the system 
manager.

THE MANAGEMENT SOFTWARE
The management software allows for high levels of system customization and 
provides installation benefits as well as business parking opportunities. During 
down time, it displays, on the pay-station monitor and entry and exit unit displays, 
custom messages, notices or advertisements, and lets you manage customized 
rates during special events or periods.

Functions
• Web-technology based access.
• For completely configuring the parking facility
• For managing occasional parkers
• For managing registered parkers
• For managing custom tariffs
• For managing web bookings
• For managing event vouchers
• For managing discounts
• Manage warnings and alarms via email
• For managing historical data of all events and payments
• For creating statistics on transactions and payments
• For managing different zones within the same parking area
• For managing multi-level parking
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CONNECTION DIAGRAM

HUB

ENTRY UNIT 
 
TICKET ISSUED
• BARCODE 1D ticket
ACCEPTED TICKETS
• QR CODE 2D Ticket
• 1D or 2D “print at home” ticket
• Card with proximity technology
• Smartphone with proximity technology
• Permit holder transponder card
CONNECTIONS
• VOIP video entry-system

MANUAL PAY-STATION 
 
ACCEPTED TICKETS
• 1D or 2D “print at home” ticket
• Card with proximity technology
• Smartphone with proximity technology
• Permit holder transponder card
PAYMENT METHODS
• Coins and bills
• Permit holder transponder card
• 1D BARCODE permit-holder ticket

EXIT UNIT 
 
ACCEPTED TICKETS
• QR CODE 2D Ticket
• 1D or 2D “print at home” ticket
• Card with proximity technology
• Smartphone with proximity technology
• Permit holder transponder card
PAYMENT METHODS
• Credit and debit cards
CONNECTIONS
• VOIP video entry-system

AUTOMATIC PAY STATION 
 
ACCEPTED TICKETS
• QR CODE 2D Ticket
• 1D or 2D “print at home” ticket
• Card with proximity technology
• Smartphone with proximity technology
• Transponder card
• 1D BARCODE permit-holder ticket
PAYMENT METHODS
• Coins and bills
• Credit and debit cards
• Permit holder transponder card
• 1D BARCODE permit-holder ticket
CONNECTIONS
• VOIP video entry-system
VIEWINGS
• Can display advertising messages
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• Standard protocol for monitoring all events 
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CONNECTION DIAGRAM

HUB

ENTRY UNIT 
 
TICKET ISSUED
• BARCODE 1D ticket
ACCEPTED TICKETS
• QR CODE 2D Ticket
• 1D or 2D “print at home” ticket
• Card with proximity technology
• Smartphone with proximity technology
• Permit holder transponder card
CONNECTIONS
• VOIP video entry-system

MANUAL PAY-STATION 
 
ACCEPTED TICKETS
• 1D or 2D “print at home” ticket
• Card with proximity technology
• Smartphone with proximity technology
• Permit holder transponder card
PAYMENT METHODS
• Coins and bills
• Permit holder transponder card
• 1D BARCODE permit-holder ticket

EXIT UNIT 
 
ACCEPTED TICKETS
• QR CODE 2D Ticket
• 1D or 2D “print at home” ticket
• Card with proximity technology
• Smartphone with proximity technology
• Permit holder transponder card
PAYMENT METHODS
• Credit and debit cards
CONNECTIONS
• VOIP video entry-system

AUTOMATIC PAY STATION 
 
ACCEPTED TICKETS
• QR CODE 2D Ticket
• 1D or 2D “print at home” ticket
• Card with proximity technology
• Smartphone with proximity technology
• Transponder card
• 1D BARCODE permit-holder ticket
PAYMENT METHODS
• Coins and bills
• Credit and debit cards
• Permit holder transponder card
• 1D BARCODE permit-holder ticket
CONNECTIONS
• VOIP video entry-system
VIEWINGS
• Can display advertising messages
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 NOT SUPPLIED  DATA CABLE  UTP CAT5 - AWG24 - 2 x 0.5 mm² - MAX 1000 m  12 V DC - 2 x 0.5 mm²  230 V AC - 3 x 1.5 mm²
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Ps Token
Automatic parking with transponder token

The token-based solution for 
managing occasional customers 
and toll parking

• User-friendly parking management system with transponder 
token. Ideal for managing occasional customers.

• Also manages permit holders that have the handy transponder 
cards.

• Its modularity and flexibility make the Ps Token ideal for complex 
set ups, such as on multi-level parking or ones with several entry 
and exit points.

Dimensions (mm)
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Technical features

MODELS IP DESCRIPTION
DIMENSIONS

(mm)
POWER SUPPLY
(V - 50/60 Hz)

MATERIAL / COLOR
POWER ABSORPTION

MAX (VA)
POWER ABSORPTION

AT REST (VA)
POWER ABSORPTION

AT WORK (VA)

PSC4000 40 Automatic pay-station (see drawing) 230 AC Steel / RAL 1028 *200 125 *46

PSE4000 44 Entry unit (see drawing) 230 AC Steel / RAL 1028 *180 98 *42

PSU4000 - Exit unit (see drawing) 230 AC Steel / RAL 1028 *235 72 *55

PSM4000 - Manual pay-station - 230 AC - - - -

PSC6001 40 Automatic pay-station (see drawing) 230 AC Steel / code 053 0837 400 360 92

PC30 20 PC interface 185 x 130 x 155
12 AC 

(power supply unit)
ABS - 175 -

PSIO1 - Auxiliary device control 320 x 240 x 145 - ABS - 60 -

PSC1 - Auxiliary pay-station 185 x 130 x 55 - ABS - 195 -

PSD1 - Display 145 x 185 x 40 - ABS - 150 -

RBMP1 - Control panel 320 x 240 x 145 - ABS - 35 -

PSI16 - Auxiliary pay-station control 320 x 240 x 145 - ABS - 35 -

GET - Transponder TAG bulb 33 x 49 x 4 - Glass - - -

PSINS 55 Sign 900 x 1300 x 80 230 AC Aluminum / Polymethacrylate - - -

PSSRV 55 Red / Green stop-go light 265 x 635 x 430 230 AC Steel / Polymethacrylate - - -

PSSRV2 55 Red / Green LED stop-go light 180 x 410 x 290 230 AC Steel / Polymethacrylate - - -

TST01 - Transponder card for the R700 - - - - -

PCT - Transponder keyfob ISO7810-7813 (85 x 54) - ABS - - -

TAG - Transponder TAG bulb 33 x 49 x 4 - Glass - - -

* With the heating unit active, the resistance absorbs an additional 500 mA and requires an additional 90 W of power
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CONNECTION DIAGRAM

FREE

FULL

001RBMP1
Control panel

001PSD1
Display

001PC30
PC interface

001PSI01
Auxiliary device control
example, Stop-Go lights - Magnetic coils
Signs - Lights - Sensors
(Max. 8 units) 

001PSI16
Control unit for 
auxiliary pay-stations

The system manages up to 
six stop-go lights and signs 
that can be controlled from 
either the 001RBM1 unit or the 
001PSIO1 control board.
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To the next unit:

001PSU4000
001PSE4000
001PSC4000
01PSC6001
Distance between 
001RBMP1 and
the last unit
MAX. 1,000 m

ENTRY barrier ENTRY barrier

Metal-mass detecting sensors 
009SMA - 009SMA2 - 009SMA220

2 x 1.5 mm² 2 x 1.5 mm²

RS232 MAX. 5 m

001PSSRV - 001PSSRV2
Stop-go light
RED - GREEN

     THE PC IS NOT SUPPLIED
Software compatible with
Windows 98/2000/7/8
XP - VISTA

     PRINTER IS NOT SUPPLIED

     PRINTER IS NOT SUPPLIED

 NOT SUPPLIED  230 V AC - 3 x 1.5 mm²
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ELEMENTS OF THE SYSTEM

PSE4000
ENTRY UNIT
Designed to manage entries using barcode tickets, it has two buttons for 
requesting tickets, at two different heights, a transponder card reader for 
managing permit holders and is set up for connecting an intercom.
Made of sturdy galvanized plate steel with epoxy-powder coating, anchored to 
the ground using the supplied base.

PSU4000
EXIT UNIT
For using validated transponder tokens (at automatic or manual) at exits. 
Complete with transponder card reader for managing permit holders, and is set 
up for connecting an intercom. Made of sturdy galvanized plate steel with epoxy-
powder coating, anchored to the ground using the supplied base.

PSC4000
AUTOMATIC PAY STATION
Manages payment transactions and transponder token validations. Complete with 
multiple denomination coin reader, transponder card reader for managing permit 
holders, thermal paper printer and receipt printout.
Made of sturdy galvanized plate steel with epoxy-powder coating, anchored to 
the ground using the supplied base.

001PSC6001
TOUCH-SCREEN AUTOMATIC PAY STATION
The TOUCH SCREEN automatic pay-station made of tamper-proof steel.
Coin, bill, and if featured, credit card payments. Permit holders can recharge their 
own transponder cards at the payment station.

Functions
• Multi-language menu with six available languages.
• Coin and bill reader, programmable according to the local currency.
• Signaling during payment: amount to pay - required - change.
• Diagnosis via SMS with real-time system status check (optional).
• Set up for connecting an intercom with HELP call-button.
• Manages permit holders with transponder cards, and can recharge parking permits 

directly at the automatic pay-station.
• Advertising or service messages for customers.

PSC1
AUXILIARY PAY STATION
A special unit to set up several toll validation and payment stations, even PC-free 
ones. It is very useful at supermarket cashier stations, or whenever management 
wishes to grant complementary or reduced-rate parking to loyal customers.
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Dimensions of accessories (mm)
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THE COMPLETE RANGE

Code Description Price € (net of VAT)

230 V AC automatic parking system

001PSC4000 Automatic pay-station made of varnished galvanized steel, complete with 
sensor for transponder cards and keyfobs, plus coin pay, 009GET token reader 
and display with receipt printout and with no change-giver).

001PSE4000 Entry unit made of varnished galvanized steel, complete transponder card and 
keyfob sensor and 009GETcoin feeder.

001PSU4000 Exit unit made of varnished galvanized steel, complete transponder card and 
keyfob sensor and 009GETcoin feeder.

001PSM4000 Staffed pay-station complete with electronic control unit, management 
software, display ad PC30 interface for connecting to a PC.

001PSC6001 Automatic pay-station with varnished galvanized steel cabinet, AISI 304 satin-
finish steel panel, complete with PC and coin and bill feeder and change giver.

001PC30 Serial interface for managing with the PC, with 12 V - 800 mA power-supply 
unit and serial connection cable.

002PSIO1 Control of auxiliary devices for connecting stop-go lights, light boxes, magnetic 
and safety sensors (max. eight outputs).

001PSC1 Auxiliary manual pay-station Together with the PSI16, is serves as a pay-
station needing no stable PC connection.

001PSI16 Interface for collecting maximum 16 auxiliary manual pay-stations.

009GET Transponder token

Warning accessories

001PSINS VACANT - FULL double-face light box.

001PSSRV Red and green stop-go light composed of two separate modules measuring 
265 x 200 x 500 mm, made of ABS with polymethacrylate screen measuring Ø 
200 mm and a protection rating of IP55.
ABS stop-go light with green and red lights, with Plexiglas screen for Ø 200 
mm bulb.

001PSSRV2 Red and green LED stop-go light, with overall dimensions of 290 x 180 x 410 
mm, made of ABS with polymethacrylate screen measuring Ø 125 mm and a 
protection rating of IP55.
ABS stop-go light with green and red LED lights, with Plexiglas screen for Ø 
125 mm bulb.

NOTES
001PSSRV - Max. power of each light 70 W at 230 V AC, with rain-flap for each module measuring Ø 220 mm L = 200 mm).
THE BULBS ARE NOT INCLUDED.
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THE COMPLETE RANGE

Code Description Price € (net of VAT)

Accessories for: 001PSE4000 - 001PSU4000 - 001PSC4000 - 001PSC6001

001TST01 Transponder card, ISO 7810 - 7813 format, Manchester 125 KHz protocol.

009PCT Keyfob transponder.

009TAG Glass transponder-bulb for Twin series.

001PSV01 Ventilation kit for cabinets complete with two fans.

24 V AC - DC magnetic sensors

009SMA2 Two-channel magnetic sensor for detecting metal masses.

N.B.
001PSV01 Suggested for installations in very hot climates.
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Ps Barcode
Automatic parking with barcode ticket

The ideal barcode solution for 
managing toll parking

• System for managing occasional customers and permit holders.
• The system is customizable according to the facility's actual 

needs.
• Cuts operating costs and increases profitability.
• Ideal for establishing commercial agreements with both public 

and private sector entities.
• Extremely modular and efficient service.
• Barcode Ticket printed on precut FANFOLD ISO STANDARD 

thermal paper.

Dimensions (mm)
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Technical features

MODELS IP DESCRIPTION
DIMENSIONS

(mm)
POWER SUPPLY
(V - 50/60 Hz)

MATERIAL / COLOR
POWER ABSORPTION

MAX (VA)
POWER ABSORPTION

AT REST (VA)
POWER ABSORPTION

AT WORK (VA)

PSE3000 44 Entry unit (see drawing) 230 AC Steel / RAL 1028 *180 98 *42

PSU3000 44 Exit unit (see drawing) 230 AC Steel / RAL 1028 *235 72 *55

PSC3000 40 Automatic pay-station (see drawing) 230 AC Steel / RAL 1028 *200 125 *46

PSC7001 40 Automatic pay-station (see drawing) 230 AC Steel / code 053 0837 400 360 92

PC50 20 PC interface 185 x 130 x 155 - ABS - 175 -

PSM3000 - Manual pay-station - 230 AC - - - -

PSIO1 - Auxiliary device control 320 x 240 x 145 - ABS - 60 -

PSC3 - Auxiliary pay-station 185 x 130 x 55 - ABS - 195 -

PSD1 - Display 145 x 185 x 40 - ABS - 150 -

RBMP1 - Control panel 320 x 240 x 145 - ABS - 35 -

PSI16 - Auxiliary pay-station control 320 x 240 x 145 - ABS - 35 -

PSINS 55 Sign 900 x 1300 x 80 230 AC Aluminum / Polymethacrylate - - -

PSSRV 55 Red / Green stop-go light 265 x 635 x 430 230 AC Steel / Polymethacrylate - - -

PSSRV2 55 Red / Green LED stop-go light 180 x 410 x 290 230 AC Steel / Polymethacrylate - - -

TST01 - Transponder card for the R700 - - - - -

PCT - Transponder keyfob ISO7810-7813 (85 x 54) - ABS - - -

TAG - Transponder TAG bulb 33 x 49 x 4 - Glass - - -

* With the heating unit active, the resistance absorbs an additional 500 mA and requires an additional 90 W of power
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CONNECTION DIAGRAM

FREE

FULL

001RBMP1
Control panel

001PSD1
Display

001PC50
PC interface

001PSI01
Auxiliary device control
example, Stop-Go lights - Magnetic coils
Signs - Lights - Sensors
(Max. 8 units) 

001PSI16
Control unit for 
auxiliary pay-stations

The system manages up to 
six stop-go lights and signs 
that can be controlled from 
either the 001RBM1 unit or the 
001PSIO1 control board.
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001PSE3000
Entry unit 
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Exit unit 
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001PSC3000
Automatic pay-station 
(MAX. 8 units)
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Automatic pay-station 
(MAX. 4 units)
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001PSC3
Auxiliary pay-station
119RIR372 barcode-ticket reader 
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To the next unit:

001PSU3000
001PSE3000
001PSC3000
01PSC7001
Distance between 
001RBMP1 and
the last unit
MAX. 1,000 m

ENTRY barrier ENTRY barrier

Metal-mass detecting sensors 
009SMA - 009SMA2 - 009SMA220

2 x 1.5 mm² 2 x 1.5 mm²

RS232 MAX. 5 m

001PSSRV - 001PSSRV2
Stop-go light
RED - GREEN

     THE PC IS NOT SUPPLIED
Software compatible with
Windows 98/2000/7/8
XP - VISTA

     PRINTER IS NOT SUPPLIED

     PRINTER IS NOT SUPPLIED

 NOT SUPPLIED  230 V AC - 3 x 1.5 mm²
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ELEMENTS OF THE SYSTEM

PSE3000
ENTRY UNIT
Designed to manage entries using barcode tickets, it has two buttons for 
requesting tickets, at two different heights, a transponder card reader for 
managing permit holders and is set up for connecting an intercom.
Made of sturdy galvanized plate steel with epoxy-powder coating, anchored to 
the ground using the supplied base.

PSU3000
EXIT UNIT
For using validated transponder tokens (at automatic or manual) at exits. 
Complete with transponder card reader for managing permit holders, and is set 
up for connecting an intercom. Made of sturdy galvanized plate steel with epoxy-
powder coating, anchored to the ground using the supplied base.

PSC3000
AUTOMATIC PAY STATION
Processes payment transactions and validates barcode tickets, complete 
with coin reader for various denominations, plus transponder card reader for 
managing permit holders, and thermal-paper receipt printer.
Made of sturdy galvanized plate steel with epoxy-powder coating, anchored to 
the ground using the supplied base.

001PSC7001
TOUCH-SCREEN AUTOMATIC PAY STATION
The new TOUCH SCREEN automatic pay-station made of tamper-proof steel.
Coin, bill, and if featured, credit card payments. Permit holders can recharge their 
own transponder cards at the payment station.

Functions
• Multi-language menu with six available languages.
• Coin and bill reader, programmable according to the local currency.
• Signaling during payment: amount to pay - required - change.
• Diagnosis via SMS with real-time system status check (optional).
• Set up for connecting an intercom with HELP call-button.
• Manages permit holders with transponder cards, and can recharge parking permits 

directly at the automatic pay-station.
• Advertising or service messages for customers.

PSC3
AUXILIARY PAY STATION
A special unit to set up several toll validation and payment stations, even PC-free 
ones. It is very useful at supermarket cashier stations, or whenever management 
wishes to grant complementary or reduced-rate parking to loyal customers.
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Dimensions of accessories (mm)
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Dimensions of the anchoring plates (mm)
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THE COMPLETE RANGE

Code Description Price € (net of VAT)

230 V AC automatic parking system

001PSE3000 Entry unit made of varnished galvanized steel, complete with transponder card 
and keyfob sensor, ticket issuer and display for viewing permit holders' credit 
balances.

001PSU3000 Exit unit made of varnished galvanized steel, complete with transponder card 
and keyfob sensor, ticket issuer and display for viewing permit holders' credit 
balances.

001PSC3000 Automatic pay-station made of varnished galvanized steel, complete with 
transponder card or keyfob sensor and display (with no change giver and with 
receipt printout).

001PSC7001 Automatic pay-station with varnished galvanized steel cabinet, AISI 304 satin-
finish steel panel, complete with PC, coin and bill reader with change giver 
device for barcode tickets.

001PSM3000 Staffed pay-station with control panel, management software, display and 
PC50 interface for connecting to the PC.

002PSIO1 Control of auxiliary devices for connecting stop-go lights, light boxes, magnetic 
and safety sensors (max. eight outputs).

001PSC3 Auxiliary manual pay-station Together with the PSI16, is serves as a pay-
station needing no stable PC connection.

001PSI16 Interface for collecting maximum 16 auxiliary manual pay-stations.

001PSTICKET2A Package of 2,000 precut FANFOLD ISO STANDARD tickets.

Warning accessories

001PSINS VACANT - FULL double-face light box.

001PSSRV Red and green stop-go light composed of two separate modules measuring 
265 x 200 x 500 mm, made of ABS with polymethacrylate screen measuring Ø 
200 mm and a protection rating of IP55.
ABS stop-go light with green and red lights, with Plexiglas screen for Ø 200 
mm bulb.

001PSSRV2 Red and green LED stop-go light, with overall dimensions of 290 x 180 x 410 
mm, made of ABS with polymethacrylate screen measuring Ø 125 mm and a 
protection rating of IP55.
ABS stop-go light with green and red LED lights, with Plexiglas screen for Ø 
125 mm bulb.

NOTES
001PSSRV - the max. power of each light is 70 W at 230 V AC, complete with rain guard for each module (rain guard dimensions Ø 220 mm L = 200 mm).
THE BULBS ARE NOT INCLUDED.
001PSC3 - The auxiliary manual pay-station does NOT INCLUDE the barcode ticket reader which is extra (item 119RIR372)
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THE COMPLETE RANGE

Code Description Price € (net of VAT)

Accessories for: 001PSE3000 - 001PSU3000 - 001PSC3000 - 001PSC7001

001TST01 Transponder card, ISO 7810 - 7813 format, Manchester 125 KHz protocol.

009PCT Keyfob transponder.

009TAG Glass transponder-bulb for Twin series.

001PSV01 Ventilation kit for cabinets complete with two fans.

24 V AC - DC magnetic sensors

009SMA2 Two-channel magnetic sensor for detecting metal masses.

N.B.
001PSV01 Suggested for installations in very hot climates.
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Ps Easy
Simplified automatic parking

Ps Easy is the simple solution for 
managing small parking facilities 
with fixed tolls

• Simplified coin-operated fixed-rate pay-to-park system
• Single unit for managing entries or exits, made of sturdy plate 

steel.
• Control of the associated barrier and control of the opening after 

payment is received.
• Optional transponder sensor for managing permit holders.
• Can integrate the Rbm21 or Rbm84 access-control system.
• An extremely simple low-cost solution, especially designed to 

meet the needs of typical small parking facilities.

Dimensions (mm)

295 425

15
00

Technical features

MODELS IP DESCRIPTION
DIMENSIONS

(mm)
POWER SUPPLY
(V - 50/60 Hz)

MATERIAL / COLOR
POWER ABSORPTION

MAX (VA)
POWER ABSORPTION

AT REST (VA)
POWER ABSORPTION

AT WORK (VA)

PS5000 40 Automatic pay-station (see drawing) 230 AC Steel / RAL 1028 *190 125 *44

PSSRV 55 Red / Green stop-go light 265 x 635 x 430 230 AC Steel / Polymethacrylate - - -

PSSRV2 55 Red / Green LED stop-go light 180 x 410 x 290 230 AC Steel / Polymethacrylate - - -

PSINS 55 Sign 900 x 1300 x 80 230 AC Aluminum / Polymethacrylate - - -

TST01 - Transponder card for the R700 - - - - -

PCT - Transponder keyfob ISO7810-7813 (85 x 54) - ABS - - -

TAG - Transponder TAG bulb 33 x 49 x 4 - Glass - - -

* With the heating unit active, the resistance absorbs an additional 500 mA and requires an additional 90 W of power
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THE COMPLETE RANGE

Code Description Price € (net of VAT)

230 V AC automatic parking system

001PS5000 Automatic pay-station made of varnished galvanized steel, with coin-pay 
system and display (fixed toll - no change giver).

001PSSRV Red and green stop-go light composed of two separate modules measuring 
265 x 200 x 500 mm, made of ABS with polymethacrylate screen measuring Ø 
200 mm and a protection rating of IP55.
ABS stop-go light with green and red lights, with Plexiglas screen for Ø 200 
mm bulb.

001PSSRV2 Red and green LED stop-go light, with overall dimensions of 290 x 180 x 410 
mm, made of ABS with polymethacrylate screen measuring Ø 125 mm and a 
protection rating of IP55.
ABS stop-go light with green and red LED lights, with Plexiglas screen for Ø 
125 mm bulb.

001PSINS VACANT - FULL double-face light box.

Accessories for: 001PS5000

001TST01 Transponder card, ISO 7810 - 7813 format, Manchester 125 KHz protocol.

009PCT Keyfob transponder.

009TAG Glass transponder-bulb for Twin series.

001PSV01 Ventilation kit for cabinets complete with two fans.

24 V AC - DC magnetic sensors

009SMA2 Two-channel magnetic sensor for detecting metal masses.

NOTES
001PSV01 Suggested for installations in very hot climates.
For signaling accessories, stop-go lights and signs, and for pairing with the RBm21 or Rbm84 series access-control systems.

Dimensions of the anchoring plates (mm)

PS5000
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Analytical index 
Pg. -  Code Pg. -  Code Pg. -  Code

37 001G02040
37 001G02801
37 001G02802
37 001G02807
37 001G03000
37 001G03001
37 001G03002
37 001G03003
37 001G03004
37 001G03005
37 001G03006
35 001G03250
35 001G03250K
35 001G03755DX
35 001G03755SX
37 001G04060
35 001G04601
35 001G0468
37 001G3000DX
37 001G3000IDX
37 001G3000ISX
37 001G3000SX
35 001G3250
73 001LT001
73 001LTT
77 001PC30
73 001PC40
105 001PS5000
59 001PSBPCCWA
59 001PSBPCWOA
59 001PSBPOOA
47 001PSBPS07N
47 001PSBPS08
47 001PSBPS09
47 001PSBPS10
96 001PSC1
102 001PSC3
102 001PSC3000
96 001PSC4000
96 001PSC6001
102 001PSC7001
102 001PSE3000
96 001PSE4000
51 001PSGD3
51 001PSGD4
51 001PSGS3
51 001PSGS4
96 001PSI16
73 001PSINS
102 001PSM3000
96 001PSM4000
59 001PSMLANT01
43 001PSMM01
43 001PSMM02
43 001PSMMA-A
43 001PSMMA-B
43 001PSMMA-C
43 001PSMMA-D
64 001PSMTP01

47 001PSOPCN03
43 001PSOPGO1
43 001PSOPGO1X
47 001PSOPSC01
47 001PSOPSF03
55 001PSSA01
55 001PSSA03
55 001PSSA04
55 001PSSL120
55 001PSSL90
55 001PSSLC
55 001PSSLN40
57 001PSSPCCW
57 001PSSPCWO
57 001PSSPFMCCW
57 001PSSPFMCWO
73 001PSSRV
73 001PSSRV2
49 001PST001
49 001PST002
49 001PST003
49 001PST004
102 001PSTICKET2A
63 001PSTPC100
63 001PSTPC150
63 001PSTPC200
63 001PSTRFPA
63 001PSTRFPAN
62 001PSTRM001
62 001PSTRM003
62 001PSTRM004
64 001PSTRSFPL60875
62 001PSTRT050
62 001PSTRT100
62 001PSTRT150
62 001PSTRT200
61 001PSTRV
61 001PSTRV2F
61 001PSTRV4F180
61 001PSTRV4F90
61 001PSTRV6F
64 001PSTRV80
64 001PSTRV802F
64 001PSTRV804F090
64 001PSTRV804F180
64 001PSTRV806F
64 001PSTRV808F
61 001PSTRV8F
61 001PSTRVX
61 001PSTRVX2F
61 001PSTRVX4F180
61 001PSTRVX4F90
61 001PSTRVX6F
61 001PSTRVX8F
102 001PSU3000
96 001PSU4000
63 001PSUS090D
63 001PSUS090S
63 001PSUS120D

63 001PSUS120S
97 001PSV01
53 001PSWL60
53 001PSWL60C
53 001PSWL90
53 001PSWL90C
53 001PSWLC
53 001PSWNG40
45 001PSXV02
45 001PSXV03
45 001PSXVA5
45 001PSXVA6
78 001R501N
77 001R700
77 001R800
73 001RBM21
77 001RBM84
77 001REM
73 001TSP00
73 001TST01
73 001TST02
96 002PSIO1
96 009GET
73 009PCT
78 009SMA2
73 009TAG
51 119COLOR16
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notes



A GLOBAL NETWORK.
A worldwide network.
From its head offices in Dosson di Casier, (Treviso, 
Veneto, Italia) CAME coordinates six production 
facilities in Italy, France, Spain and England, 
26 commercial companies, 480 branches and 
distributors across 118 countries.

AMERICAS

BRAZIL

CAME do Brasil Serviços de 
Automaçao, São Paulo

CHILE

CAME PARKARE Chile, Santiago

MEXICO

CAME Automatismos de Mexico, 
Mexico City
CAME PARKARE México, 
México D.F.

PERU

CAME PARKARE Peru, Lima

USA

CAME Americas Automation, 
Miami

AFRICA

SOUTH AFRICA

CAME BPT South Africa, Johannesburg
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EUROPE

ITALY

CAME S.p.A., Treviso
CAME Italia, Treviso
GO, Pordenone

BELGIUM

CAME Benelux, Lessines

CROATIA

CAME Adriatic, Kastav

FRANCE

CAME France, Paris
URBACO, Avignon

GERMANY

CAME Deutschland GmbH, 
Stuttgart

IRELAND

CAME BPT Ireland, Dublin

NETHERLANDS

CAME Nederland, Breda

POLAND

CAME Poland, Warsaw

PORTUGAL

CAME Portugal, Lisbon

RUSSIA

CAME Rus, Moscow

SPAIN

CAME Spain, Madrid
PARKARE, Barcelona

UK

CAME United Kingdom, 
Nottingham
CAME PARKARE UK, Bristol

6
PRODUCTION PLANTS

26
COMMERCIAL COMPANIES

118
COUNTRIES

ASIA

INDIA

CAME India Automation Solutions, 
New Delhi

U.A.E.

CAME Gulf, Dubai

480
BRANCHES AND DISTRIBUTORS
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CAME.COM

CAME S.p.A.  
is has the following Quality, Environmental and Safety
certifications:
UNI EN ISO 9001
UNI EN ISO 14001
BS OHSAS 18001

CAME S.p.A.
Via Martiri della Libertà, 15
31030 Dosson di Casier
Treviso - ITALY

ACCESS CONTROL
CATALOGUE 2017

© KACENCA017 - 2017 - EN/EX
YOU MAY NOT EVEN PARTIALLY REPRODUCE THIS 
DOCUMENT
CAME RESERVES THE RIGHT TO MAKE ANY CHANGES TO 
THIS DOCUMENT AT ANY TIME
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